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Abstract
In this thesis we consider the genealogy of a spatial Cannings model. This
is a population model in which individuals are distributed over a countable
set of sites G. The reproduction of individuals at each site is panmictic
(exchangeable) and preserves the local population size. The offspring then
migrate to other sites in G, also in an exchangeable manner.
We consider the spatial coalescent introduced by sampling n individuals at
present time and tracking their ancestral lines back in time. The resulting
process is the spatial Cannings coalescent.
Our main result shows, that an appropriately time-rescaled spatial Cannings
coalescent converges to a spatial Ξ-coalescent in the large population limit.
The key feature of our result is that the spatial structure is preserved into
the limit as opposed to a fast migration limit. The influence of the migration
on the local population size can yield a time-inhomogeneous limit and, in
case of sites with a small population size, our limiting process may not have
a strongly continuous semigroup.
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The Forward and the Backward
Model
1.1 Introduction
Population genetics is the part of evolutionary biology which studies the
way in which alleles of genes are passed from one generation of a population
to the next over time. For instance, take a population of drosophilae and
select a particular gene in their DNA. We can consider questions about
the mutation rate of that gene or about the evolutionary advantage, the so
called fitness, of different alleles of the gene. If we had perfect information
about how the population behaved at all times it would be fairly easy to
give estimators for these things, but in practice the amount of information
available is severely limited. But especially for large populations a lot of the
“microscopic” structure may be negligible. There are two approaches to reduce
the information considered.
The forward-in-time approach tracks the frequencies of different types of
alleles in the population forward in time. Mathematically, this gives rise to a
stochastic process taking values in the space of type distributions, a so called
Flemming-Viot-process.
For the backward-in-time approach we consider a sample of n individuals
taken at present time. Each individual gives rise to an ancestral line backwards
in time by considering its (genetic) ancestor in each generation. These
ancestral lines can merge. Such a merger (also called collision) happens
whenever the affected ancestral lines find their most recent common ancestor.
Mathematically this is modelled as a stochastic process taking values in
the space of partitions of t1, . . . , nu. Such a partition consists of disjoint
subsets of t1, . . . , nu which we call blocks. We name the resulting process the
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genealogical process or also the coalescent of the population. We now explain
the connection of ancestral lines and a partition of t1, . . . , nu in greater detail.
We start by ennumerating the sampled individuals using the numbers 1, . . . , n.
Each (non-empty) block of the partition corresponds to a common ancestor
of exactly the sampled individuals which are contained in the block. Thus
the block is also represented by a particular individual in the population at
any point in time, the common ancestor.
The two approaches are often equivalent in the sense that there is a
distribution determining duality between the forward Flemming-Viot-process
and the backward genealogical-process for nÑ 8. In this thesis we focus on
the backwards-in-time approach and thus on the analysis of the genealogical
process. In order to answer biological questions the model has to be chosen
simple enough, such that a theoretical treatment is possible, but rich enough
such that important features of the population are still observable. To simplify
the model usually two steps are taken:
In the first step restrictions are stipulated for the reproduction in the
population. In the second step a large population limit is considered together
with a suitable time rescaling.
If the restrictions of the first step are sensible, then the large population
limit in the second step exists and yields a well understood coalescent. In
fact, it turns out that under suitable restrictions whole families of population
models may give the same type of coalescent in the large population limit.
This is usually referred to as the robustness of the coalescent.
One example for such a robustness result is when we consider the so
called Wright-Fisher-model. This is a particular reproduction mechanism
in which each individual chooses its parent uniformly at random from the
previous generation. Since multiple individuals can choose the same parent
the genalogy of this population would feature multiple mergers (mergers in
which more than 2 ancestral lines merge into one line at the same time) and
even simultaneous multiple mergers (mergers in which multiple collections
of ancestral lines merge into single lines each). But if the coalescent of the
sample is sped up linearly with the population size we see a so called Kingman-
coalescent emerge in the limit. That is a coalescent process, introduced first
by Kingman [17], in which only pairs of ancestral lines merge independently
and with a fixed rate. In particular neither simultaneous nor multiple mergers
occur in the large population limit.
This result can be generalized to a robustness result for coalescents of so
called Cannings-models. The defining property of these population models,
which were considered by Cannings [3] and [4], is that the reproduction in
each generation leaves the population size fixed and the vector of offspring
distributions is exchangeable (i.e., invariant under permutation) in each
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generation. Biologically this means that we consider a population of stable
size and we do not have additional information about the fertility of sampled
individuals. It is commonly known that the Wright-Fisher-model is a special
case of a Cannings-model.
It was shown by Möhle and Sagitov [20] that the coalescent of these
Cannings-Models, under certain conditions on the moments of the offspring
distributions, converges in the large population limit to a so called Λ-n-
coalescent or (under weaker assumptions) to the more general Ξ-n-coalescent.
In order to define the Λ-n-coalescent we first choose a finite measure Λ on





The Λ-n-coalescent is a Markov chain in continuous time (MCCT) on the
space of partitions of t1, . . . , nu first independently considered by Pitman [22]
and Sagitov [23]. In this process multiple mergers may be possible. Indeed,
if m ancestral lines are present in the coalescent, then any selection of k of
these lines merges into one line independently with the rate λmk . It should
be noted that the Kingman-coalescent is given by the special case Λ  δ0.
Simultaneous mergers, however, are still impossible. In the more general
situation considered by Möhle and Sagitov [20] the limiting process is a
Ξ-n-coalescent, which is again a MCCT with coalescent rates given by a finite
measure Ξ on the infinite simplex. In this coalescent simultaneous multiple
mergers are possible. The connection to a unique measure Ξ was made explicit
by Schweinsberg [27]. Since the difference between Λ- and Ξ-n-coalescents is
mostly just additional notation we omit the detailed definition of the rates in
case of the Ξ-n-coalescent for the purpose of this introduction. Λ-or even Ξ-
n-coalescents arise in particular if the variation of the offspring distribution is
large. This is, for example, the case in the reproduction mechanisms analysed
by Eldon and Wakeley [7] or can occur due to the presence of recurring
selective sweeps as considered by Durrett and Schweinsberg [5] and [6].
Let the aforementioned population of drosophilae be separated in colonies
that live on piles of rotting fruit on a wine orchard (example given by Wakeley
[29]). This situation introduces an additional piece of information for each
individual – its location. Since a single drosophila is unlikely to visit all of
the fruit piles in its live time, we can expect to see an impact of the spatial
structure on the genealogies of our sample. Therefore it is necessary to extend
the theory to accommodate the spatial information.
The theoretical treatment of spatial settings like this has become an
important new part of population genetics and is also the main topic of
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this thesis. We now extend our model to accomodate spatial information.
We start by generalizing the population model considered by Cannings to
a spatial model which we call the spatial Cannings-model. We consider a
population of fixed size N living on an at most countable (discrete) set of sites
G. In each generation k P N there is a reproduction and a migration step. In
the reproduction step the individuals at each site reproduce according to a
nonspatial Cannings-model. This means that the offspring distribution is be
exchangeable and the population size at each site (also called local population
size) stays constant. In the migration step the individuals can migrate freely
to another site, but they have to do so in an exchangeable manner. To be
more precise we count for each two sites x, y P G and for any generation the
number of migrants from x to y in that generation. Exchangeability in this
context means, that conditioned on all of these numbers the individuals of the
population located at x migrate in a way, such that the resulting distribution
is invariant under permutation of the individuals at x and independent of the
migration out of all the other sites.
In order to define a spatial version of the coalescent, we sample n ! N
individuals at present time and look at their genealogy. The ancestral line of
individual i P t1, . . . , nu of the sample is, at any given time, represented by
the ancestor of i. This ancestor has a location in G and thus we can add the
spatial information to our genealogical process by labeling every ancestral line
with that location. This gives rise to the spatial coalescent of our population.
Lines merge whenever they find a most recent common ancestor and lines
migrate due to the migration of the ancestor representing the line.
The main result of this thesis is a robustness result similar to the non-
spatial case. We give conditions on the distributions which govern the
reproduction and migration mechanisms in order to ensure convergence of
this spatial coalescent, after application of a properly chosen time rescaling,
to a time-continuous limiting process (see Theorem 3.14). In this limiting
process lines merge at each site according to a time-rescaled Ξ-n-coalescent
(Ξ may depend on the location) and their labels migrate independently on G.
This migration happens according to a possibly time-inhomogeneous process,
which we call the particle tracking process. The name is chosen since the
process is reminicient of the tracking a water molecule through a discrete
system of water tanks.
To give a justification and more details for the migration, we assign a mass
of 1{N to each individual and consider the migratory behavior of the mass in
the population backwards in time. For each site x P G and generation k P N0
we have a total mass RNk;x P r0, 1s at that site. Furthermore, for each two
sites x  y P G and each generation k P N0 we can consider the total amount
of mass that has moved from x to y up to generation k. We call this the
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cumulative mass flow FNk;x,y. We assume that these discrete-time processes
converge in the large population limit, after a proper time-rescaling, to time-
continuous processes pFt;x,yqtPR  , Rt;x such that t ÞÑ Ft;x,y is absolutely
continuous and thus weakly differentiable. In our interpretation with water
molecules, the Rt;x describes the amount of water in tank x at time t and
Ft;x,y describes the amount of water that has flown from tank x to tank y up
to time t. The infinitesimal rate with which the tracked molecule migrates
from x to y at time t is given by F 1t;x,y{Rt;x. Indeed this is exactly the
infinitesimal rate we use for our reproduction mechanism in the limiting
process.
Previous work on such spatial settings include results for the structured
coalescent by Herbots [11] and a generalization to spatial Λ-coalescents by
Heuer and Sturm [12]. However, in those cases the migration mechanism
was assumed to be balanced and the total number of individuals at each
site as well as the total number of migrants from x to y were assumed to be
deterministic. This is no longer required in our setting. It should be noted
that in such a balanced situation the processes Rx and F 1x,y are deterministic
and constant which leads to a time-homogeneous limit.
Usually such a limiting result would be proven using the theory of Feller-
processes and martingale problems but the spatial component of our limiting
process can make simple application of this strategy problematic. It is
noteworthy, that we allow for large variations in the local population size due
to migration, in particular the paths t ÞÑ Rt;x may not be constant. This
may make the setup time-inhomogeneous, even in the limit. Even worse, the
local population may become very small (of order opNq), which would lead
to the existence of times s ¤ t with Rs;x ¡ Rt;x  0. As a consequence, the
migration mechanism of the limiting coalescent is not a Feller-process and
indeed does not even feature a strongly continuous semigroup.
For that reason we have to take a different approach in order to show con-
vergence. We use the following steps: First, we use graphical representations
to construct our processes. Second, we show that these graphical representa-
tions converge with respect to the vague topology. Third, we show that the
mapping which maps a graphical representation to a process is continuous if
the limiting process is non-explosive. Forth, we show that our limiting process
is non-explosive by analysing distributions of time-inhomogeneous Markov
chains. There is a more detailed sketch of the proof after the limiting result
(Theorem 3.14). The complete proof is done in Chapter 8.
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1.2 The Forward Model
In this section we describe our population model in detail. Note that a tilde
over a process denotes, that the process runs forward in time. The notation for
time-reversed versions of the processes later on drops the tilde. Furthermore,
we use the notation rms : t1, . . . ,mu for m P N . First, we define processes
to model the migration of the population.
Definition 1.1 (The Migration Mechanism). Let N P N  be the total number
of individuals and G a countable set of all available colonies to the population.
Let ˜N N0 : p
˜N N0;xqxPG be a random variable on NG0 with
°
xPG
˜N N0;x  N .
The number ˜N N0;x counts the individuals at site x in generation 0. For each
generation k P N0 let M̃Nk : pM̃Nk;x,yqpx,yqPG2 be a random variable on N
GG
0 .
We consider M̃Nk;x,y to be the total number of migrants who moved from x in
generation k to y in generation k  1. In order for M̃Nk to describe migration
in this way, it needs to fulfill an additional property which ensures, that all











˜N Nk : p
˜N Nk;xqxPG.





˜N Nk1;x for k P N .
Define the discrete time processes ˜N N  p ˜N Nk qkPN0 (the process of the total
numbers) and M̃N  pM̃Nk qkPN0 (the process of the total migration). Given
˜N N and M̃N we now define the migration process X̃N  pX̃Nk qkPN0 which
tracks the migration of each individual in the population. Let X̃Nk  pX̃
N
k;iqiPrNs
be a random variable in GrNs. We define the process X̃N by the following
procedure: define an urn with N balls which are colored, using the elements
of G. Let ˜N N0;x be the number of balls with color x P G. For each i P rN s we
draw a ball from the urn without replacement. Let X̃N0;i P G be the result
of the i-th draw. Now assume that we have already defined X̃Nk1 for some
k P N . For x P G let Ik;x  rN s be the set of indices i with X̃Nk1;i  x.
For each x P G we define an urn with |Ik;x|  ˜N Nk1;x balls with colors in G.
Moreover, let M̃Nk;x,y be the number of balls of color y P G. For each i P Ik;x
we draw a ball out of the urn without replacement. We then set X̃Nk;i P G to
be the result of the i-th draw. Since the procedure yields
°
xPG Ik;x  N this
defines X̃Nk completely. Note that by construction each path of the migration
process X̃N represents a migration of the population which is consistent with
the total numbers ˜N N and the total migrants MN .
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Remark 1.2. By symmetry, X̃N run up to a time k yields the uniform dis-
tribution on all migrations that are consistent with the processes ˜N N , M̃N .
This could be used as an alternative, shorter definition for X̃N . But since the
step by step definition using urns will be useful later on we chose the above
definition instead.
We now define random variables in order to describe the reproduction.
Definition 1.3 (The Reproduction Mechanism). Let N P N . For each site
x P G, generation k P N and each potential choice of individuals I  rN s let
ν̃Ik;x  pν̃
I
k;x,iqiPI be an exchangeable random vector with ν̃
I
k;x,1 P N0 and¸
iPI
ν̃Ik;x,i  |I| .
Here ν̃Ik;x,i is the number of offspring of the i-th individual at site x in
generation k if there is a collection of individuals I present at x. Let these
random vectors be mutually independent from each other and ˜N N , M̃N as
well as X̃N . Furthermore, let ν̃Ik;x have identical distributions for k P N0 and
only dependent on the total number of individuals |I| (as opposed to the
specific choice of I  rN s).
We can now define the population model by combining the migration and the
reproduction mechanisms.
Definition 1.4 (The Population Model). Let N P N . Again, we label the
individuals with numbers i P rN s. At generation k  0 individual i of the
population is at site X̃N0;i. Now whenever we reach a new generation k our
population goes through the following steps:
1. At site x P G let Ik;x be the set of labels of individuals in x in generation
k  1 (see Definition 1.1). Each individual i P Ik;x has a number of
offspring given by ν̃
Ik;x





the total number of offspring at site x is equal to the number of available
parents.
2. We now label the offspring, using the collection of labels Ik;x of their
parents. We may do so in an arbitrary manner.
3. For each i P Ik;x the offspring with label i migrates to the site X̃
N
k;i.





































Figure 1.1: Visualization of the reproduction and migration steps of our
population model for N  7, G  t1, 2u over two generations.
These steps are illustrated for a special case in Figure 1.1. Here we consider
the case N  7, G  t1, 2u and the starting conditions ˜N N0;1  4,
˜N N0;2  3.
Due to exchangeability it is not necessary to ennumerate the individuals in
the figure and it suffices to represent them using black balls. Arrows in the
reproduction step point from parent to offspring, arrows in the migration step
indicate movement of individuals.
Remark 1.5. It is noteworthy, that by Remark 1.2 and since ν̃Ik;x does not
depend on the specific choice of I other than |I| any choice of the initial
labeling of the population as well as any choice for the labeling of the offspring
yields the same distribution. This, of course, is the reason why we did not
specify these choices further.
Examples 1.6. Common examples for the reproduction meachanism include:
1. The Moran model in which we choose pν̃
Ik;x
k;x,iqiPIk;x to be uniformly
distributed on
tx P t0, 1, 2u|Ik;x||Di, k P r|Ik;x|s : xi  0, xk  2, xl  1@l P r|Ik;x|szti, kuu
or in words: the vector pν̃
Ik;x
k;x,iqiPIk;x is uniformly chosen from all vectors
which have exactly one component equal to 0, one component equal to
2 and the remaining components equal to 1.
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2. The Wright-Fisher model in which we choose pν̃
Ik;x
k;x,iqiPIk;x to be a vector
of i.i.d. Poisson distributed random variables conditioned on their sum
being equal |Ik;x|. An alternative way of describing this distribution
would be that the vector is multinomially distributed. More precisely
we consider an urn containing one ball for each color i P Ik;x. Now we
draw |Ik;x| times with replacement from the urn and set ν̃
Ik;x
k;x,i to be the
total number of draws of color i.
Examples for the migration mechanism include:
1. Balanced, time homogeneous migration where M̃Nk are identically dis-





thus implying that k ÞÑ ˜N Nk is constant. In particular there is the
special case in which the processes M̃N and ˜N N are also deterministic.
2. Migration via exchangeable random walkers: We consider an indepen-
dent collection of time-homogeneous Markov chains in discrete time
pX i,NqiPrNs on G with the same transition matrix P
N such that the
starting vector pX1,N0 , . . . , X
N,N













Since the vectors pX1,Nk , . . . , X
N,N
k q stay exchangeable for all k P N0 we
can construct the migration meachanism now defined by the matrix M
and the vector N0 by assigning the random walk X i,N to individual i.
1.3 The Backward Model
The goal of this section is to define the coalescent of the population model
defined in Section 1.4. First, we reverse time.
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T (the transposed matrix)
as well as N N0 :





Furthermore we now define the processes N N and XN in the same manner
in which we defined the respective tilde-processes but using MN and N N0
instead of M̃N and ˜N N0 .
The next proposition shows that the construction of the migration using the
reversed processes N and M is equivalent to reversing the processes ˜N N
and X̃N .
Proposition 1.8. We have N N  p ˜N NlkqkPt0,...,lu and X
N D pX̃NlkqkPt0,...,lu.
Proof. We prove the first equality by induction over k. By definition the
processes are identical for k  0. Assuming N Nk1 
˜N Nlk 1 we have for x P G


























where the first equality is due to the construction of N N and the third
equality is due to the construction of ˜N N .
The second claim is a simple consequence from Remark 1.2: Since X̃N
up to time l is given by the uniform distribution on all paths belonging to
migrations that are consistent with M̃N as well as ˜N N and each such path
backwards in time corresponds to a path consistent to MN as well as N N
(since migration from x to y forward in time will be migration from y to x
backward in time). The claim follows since XN up to time k also yields the
uniform distribution on all paths belonging to migrations that are consistent
with MN as well as N N .
Thus, the migration backwards in time is exchangeable if the migration
foreward in time is exchangeable. Since we are interested in the geneaology
of the population we will, from now on, only look at the dynamics of the
backwards-in-time processes N N , MN , XN . Moreover, we assume that they
are given as processes on N0 instead of rls. We also redefine out k  0 time
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point as the present time at which we can sample from the population. This is
more natural for analysis of the backwards processes, than fixing a generation
0 far in the past.
Remark 1.9. Justifying the possibility to extend the time reversal infinitely far
into the past may be questionable without additional properties of the process
p ˜N N , M̃Nq. If p ˜N N , M̃Nq is a time-homogeneous, irreducible Markov chain
with transition matrix P and equilibrium distribution µ  pµiq, then the
backwards process can be extended to N0 as the time-reversal of the Markov
chain. More precisely we define pN N ,MNq as the Markov chain which has
the transition matrix P̂ defined by the equations
µjP̂j,i  µiPi,j for all states i, j.
It should be noted though, that we do not require this Markov property in
our results. Any model for which we can define pN N ,MNq for all times in a
sensible manner can be considered.
Before we define the coalescent of the population we first want to specify the
respective state space and some notation.
Definition 1.10 (The Spaces of Partitions and of Labeled Partitions). Let
n P N  Y t8u. We define Pn as the set of all partitions of rns. In the
case n  8 we omit the subscript n. We may represent a partition π P Pn
either by the equivalence relation π it defines on rns or by its non-empty
equivalence classes pBkqkPrls, also called blocks (l denotes the number of non-
empty equivalence classes in π). We order the blocks Bk by their smallest
elements, writing π  pB1, . . . , Blq. We call π trivial if it only has blocks of
size 1, called singletons (i.e., π  pt1u, . . . , tnuq). For a spatial setting we
have to extend this definition. Given a set G let PG,n be the set of labeled
partitions of rns, meaning that we have a partition in the above sense but
each block Bk also carries a label Lk P G. Again, we drop the subscript n in
case of n  8. To be precise we write π  pBk, LkqkPrls P PG,n exactly, if we
have pBkqkPrls P Pn and Lk P G for all k P rls.
For m ¤ n we can define a restriction map
τnm : Pn Ñ Pm.
For π P Pn we define τnmpπq to be the restriction of the equivalence relation
π on rns to rms. In terms of blocks this means that if we have π  pBkqkPrls
we get τnmpπq  pBkXrmsqkPrl1s where l
1 P rls is the largest natural number with
Bl1 X rms  H. As before we omit the superscript in the case n  8. In the
same manner we can define a restriction τnG,m for labeled partitions by defining
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the restriction of π  pBk, LkqkPrls P PG,n to be τ
n
G,mpπq  pBkXrms, LkqkPrl1s
where l1 P rls is defined as in the nonspatial case. For the case n  8 we omit
the superscript. With these restrictions we can now define metrics on Pn










2k1tτnG,kpπqτnG,kpπ1qu for π, π
1 P PG,n.
Again, we omit the subscript n in the case that n  8.
Remark 1.11. One can see that in case n  8 the spaces pP, dq and pPG, dGq
are Polish spaces. In the case n P N  this is trivially true since the spaces
then are even finite, discrete spaces. Since we will only consider the case
n   8 in this thesis, we omit the proof for n  8.
The following definition specifies what we mean by a coalescent mathemati-
cally.
Definition 1.12 (Collisions and Coalescent Processes). Let n,m P N Yt8u
with n ¥ m. Let µ P Pm and π P Pn. Then we define the π-collision of µ
as the unique partition in Pm given by merging exactly the collections of
blocks in µ which have their index in a mutual block of π. More precisely let
µ  pA1, A2, . . . q and π  pB1, B2, . . . q then we define the π-collision of µ as





with respect to their smallest elements.
Now let n P N . We call a stochastic process Π  pΠtqtPR  on Pn an
(n-)coalescent if it is a càdlàg process and if the jumps of the paths of Π
are given by π-collisions for some suitable partition π. We call a stochastic
process Π  pΠtqtPR  on P a coalescent if τnpΠq is an n-coalescent for all
n P N .
Now let G be a topological space. We call a stochastic process Π  pΠtqtPR 
on PG,n a spatial (n-)coalescent if it is a càdlàg process and if the process in
Pn given by forgetting the labels of blocks in Π is an n-coalescent. We call
a stochastic process Π  pΠtqtPR  on PG a spatial coalescent if τG,npΠq is a
spatial n-coalescent for all n P N .
We use analogous definitions in the discrete-time case by identifying
a process in discrete time with its right-continuous, constant extention to
continuous time.































Coalescent Backwards in Time





Figure 1.2: The population shown in Figure 1.1 with sample of size 4 taken
at present time (with one individual sampled at site 1 and 3 individuals
sampled at site 2). Red parts of the diagram show the parts that determine
the behavior of the coalescent backwards in time.
We may now define the spatial coalescent given MN , N N and all offspring
distributions νIk,i. Let n P rN s. The spatial coalescent of the population
model is a stochastic process ΠN  pΠNk qkPN in PG,n given with the following
dynamics:
we start by sampling n individuals from the population at time k  0.
The process ΠN starts with the trivial partition ptkuqkPrns and the labels
are chosen according to the position of the sampled individuals in G. Each
block will always have a unique representative in the current generation, the
common ancestor of all individuals in the block.
Whenever we go one generation back in time we first have a migration step.
Parts of our sample may migrate due to the migration of the population. In
facht, each block migrates according to the migration of its representative in
the population. By the definition of the migration process XN we can model
the migration step by drawing without replacement from the urn defined by
the migrants Mk.
After the migration there is a coalescence step. Each representative will be
assigned a parent, again by drawing without replacement from the urn defined
by the appropriate offspring distributions νIk,i. All blocks which got assigned
to a mutual parent are then merged and the parent is the new representative
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of this block in the population. Applying the migration and coalescence steps
allows us to derive ΠNk 1 from Π
N
k and thus by successive application of the
steps we can define ΠN completely.
In order to visualize this procedure we used the situation of Figure 1.1
and sampled n  4 individuals at present time. We marked these individuals
red in our diagram and tracked them backwards through the arrows of
the diagram. This yields Figure 1.2. At present time k  0 we have ΠN0 
ppt1u, 1q, pt2u, 2q, pt3u, 2q, pt4u, 2qq. Going through the diagram one generation
backwards in time (k  1) the ancestral lines in our sample with index 1 and
2 have found a common ancestor at site 1 and the line with index 3 migrated
from site 2 to site 1, we get ΠN1  ppt1, 2u, 1q, pt3u, 1q, pt4u, 2qq. Going back
another generation we get ΠN2  ppt1, 2, 4u, 1q, pt3u, 2qq.
Note that, since the construction only entails drawing without replacement
and since the offspring distributions are exchangeable, we can define the
coalescent for a smaller sample size m ¤ n by taking the coalescent for
the sample size n and then “forgetting” the individuals m  1, . . . , n. This
property is called the consistency relation. More precisely, in terms of the
notation in Definition 1.10 we may get the coalescent for sample size m by
applying τnG,m to the coalescent for sample size n.
Chapter 2
Basic Properties of the
Ξ-Coalescent
Before we continue with our spatial setting we want to introduce the Ξ-
coalescent which is arises in the nonspatial case as the large population limit.
The theory in this chapter is an excerpt of Schweinsberg [27] though our
notation will differ slightly.
Definition 2.1 (The Ξ-(n-)Coalescent). Consider a family of rates
tλπ P R |π P Pm nontrivial for some m P N u






Furthermore let λπ only depend on the ordered sequence of the blocksizes
of π, this is usually referred to as the exchangeability of the coalescent. In
particular, if π has i nonempty blocks with sizes l1 ¥ l2 ¥    ¥ li we write
λl1,...,li : λπ (exchangeability). (2.2)
Now let Π be an n-coalescent which is also a time-homogeneous Markov
chain such that λπ is the rate with which a π collision happens if the chain is
currently in a state with i nonempty blocks. We call Π a Ξ-n-coalescent and
if Π is started in the trivial partition we call it a standard Ξ-n-coalescent.
Let Π be a coalescent taking values in P such that for all n P N  the
restriction τnpΠq is a (standard) Ξ-n-coalescent then we call Π a (standard)
Ξ-coalescent.
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Remark 2.2. We can use the exchangeability (2.2) to rewrite the consistency
(2.1) in the following manner:




Where σ : ris Ñ ris is a permutation which reorders the parameters if neces-
sary:
σplσp1qq ¥    ¥ σplσpjq   1q ¥    ¥ lσpiq.
Definition 2.1 does not explain the meaning of the Ξ in the name of the
Ξ-coalescent. It turns out that there are 3 major equivalent ways to represent
the rates of a Ξ-coalescent.
Theorem 2.3. Let tλπ P R |π P Pm nontrivial for some m P N u be a
family of rates. Then the following statements are equivalent:
1. The properties (2.1) and (2.2) hold.
2. There exists a unique finite measure Ξ on the infinite simplex
∆ :
#
px1, x2, . . . q P r0, 1s
N





such that for all r P N , s P N0 and all l1 ¥    ¥ lr s with lr ¥ 2 and


























Furthermore, the sum over i1      ir k is taken over all pr kq-tuples
of mutually different indices in N .
3. There exists a unique sequence pFrqrPN  such that Fr is a symmetric,
finite measure on the r-simplex:
∆r :
#









we have F1p∆1q ¥ F2p∆2q ¥    and for all r P N , s P N0 and all









r,s px1, . . . , xkq dFkpx1, . . . , xkq ¥ 0, (2.5)
where T
pkq
r,s px1, . . . , xkq are polynomials given by the following formulas:
T
pkq







and for i P rks:
T
pkq
















where we set k0 : 1 and ki 1 : s  1.
Proof. The equivalence of representations follows from Lemma 18 (for con-
sistency), Theorem 2 (for the representation with Ξ) and Proposition 8 (for
the representation with pFrqrPN ) in [27]. Uniqueness of Ξ follows from
Proposition 4 in [27]. Uniqueness of pFrqrPN  follows from Proposition 8 in
[27].
Remark 2.4. Note that we defined the infinite simlex ∆ to only contain
decreasing sequences. This choice is required to ensure the uniqueness of Ξ
in Theorem 2.3.
Furthermore, in order for the sequence of symmetric measures pFrqrPN 
to define a Ξ-coalescent, we require (2.5) to only yield nonnegative numbers.
This is noteworthy since it can be hard to check. This issue does not arise
when working with Ξ since (2.4) by definition is always nonnegative.
It should be noted that a Ξ-n-coalescent only requires makes use of rates
λπ with π P Pm, m ¤ n (see Definition 2.1). But in order to identify a
Markov chain as a Ξ-n-coalescent it does not suffice to just check consistency
and exchangeability of the rates for m ¤ n since the system may not be
extendable to larger n and thus not be representable by a measure Ξ in the
sense of Theorem 2.3.
Example 2.5. This is an example for a consistent collection of rates pλl1,...,liq
for sample size n ¤ 4 which can not be extended to n  5. We define:
λ2  2, λ2,1  λ3  1, λ4  λ2,2  λ2,1,1  0, λ3,1  1.
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It is easy to check that these rates are consistent but if we try to extend the
system to n  5 in a consistent manner the following equations have to hold:
0  λ4  λ5   λ4,1,
0  λ2,2  2λ3,2   λ2,2,1,
0  λ2,1,1  λ3,1,1   2λ2,2,1   λ2,1,1,1.
Since all summands are nonnegative all rates appearing on the right hand
side of these equations would have to be zero. But if the system would be
consistent we would also have
1  λ3,1  λ4,1   λ3,2   λ3,1,1  0
which yields a contradiction. We will see later in Proposition 3.4 that for our
purposes the system always allows for the choice of a Ξ, even if we restrict
the sample size of our setting.
Definition 2.6 (The Λ-Coalescent and Kingman-Coalescents). Let n P N .
1. A Ξ-(n-)coalescent in which no simultanious collisions are possible
(λπ  0 whenever π has at least two blocks of size greater equal 2) is
called a Λ-(n-)coalescent.
2. A Ξ-(n-)coalescent in which only pairs of blocks can merge and do so
with rate 1 is called a Kingman-(n-)coalescent.
The Kingman-coalescent as well as Λ-coalescents correspond to special choices
for the finite measure Ξ.
Examples 2.7.
1. Let Λ be a finite measure on r0, 1s. Define Ξ a the measure on ∆ induced
by the inclusion
ι : r0, 1s Ñ ∆, x1 ÞÑ px1, 0, 0, . . . q.












Alternatively we can define F1 : Λ and Fr : 0 for r ¥ 2. In this case







which also gives the rates of a Λ-coalescent.
Now assume that Ξ is not supported on ιpr0, 1sq  ∆. Let r  2, l1  2,


















Thus Ξ allows for simultanious mergers and therefore can not define a
Λ-coalescent.
2. Consider the finite measure Ξ  aδ0 where 0  p0, 0, . . . q P ∆ and a ¡ 0.
Then (2.4) is only non-zero if l1  2 and r  1 and we get λ2,1,...,1  a
for all s P N . Thus we only see pairwise mergers and any pair of blocks
in the coalescent merges independently with rate a.
Alternatively we can choose F1  aδ0 and Fr  0 for all r ¥ 1. In this
case (2.5) is only non-zero if l1  2 and r  1 and yields λ2,1,...,1  a for
all s P N . Thus this choice of Ξ yields a Kingman-coalescent sped up
by a.
Now assume that Ξ is not supported on 0. Let r  1, l1  3 and s  0.













x3i dΞpxq ¡ 0.
Thus Ξ allows for multiple mergers and therefore can not define a (sped
up) Kingman-coalescent.
The representation of the Ξ-coalescent using the measure Ξ allows for a specific
construction of the process Π using Poisson point processes. This construction
also gives an interpretation for (2.4). We present this construction for the case
Ξpt0uq  0 and in an informal way. For a rigorous construction in the general
case see Schweinsberg [27] Section 3. We start by considering a Poisson point
process η on R   ∆ with intensity measure given by }x}22 dt dΞpxq. For
each atom px, tq of η we choose an i.i.d. sequence pYkqkPN  , independent
from η, of N0-valued random variables with PpY1  mq  xm where we set
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x0 : 1
°8
j1 xj. We now construct a Ξ-n-coalescent Π using the following
recursion. Let px, tq be an atom of η and Π be already defined up to (but not
including) t P R . Consider the event Πt  π P Pn. Then we color the k-th
block of π with the color Yk if Yk ¥ 1 or not at all if Yk  0. Afterwards we
merge all blocks with the same color in order to define Πt. To see that this
procedure indeed yields the rates given in (2.4) let π P Pn with blocksizes
l1 ¥ l2 ¥    ¥ lr s. We consider the event that the block in π belonging to
l1 gets colored with i1, the block belonging to l2 gets colored with i2 and so
on up to the block belonging to lr corresponding to the color ir. Furthermore
we assume that k additional colors ir 1, . . . , ir k only show up exactly once






color or not color the remaining s blocks in π in this fashion. The probability






xl1i1  . . .  x
lr
ir
 xir 1  . . .  xir kp1 }x}1q
sk.
Now note that the choice of k and of the actual colors does not matter for
the merging which yields the sums in the integrand of (2.4). By the Coloring
Theorem for Poisson point processes it follows that the rate with which we
see a corresponding merger in Π is given by (2.4).
Chapter 3
Main Result: Convergence to
the Limiting Coalescent
3.1 Assumptions
Our goal in this chapter is to show that the coalescent ΠN of our population
model converges given the proper time rescaling and certain assumptions to a
(potentially time-inhomogenious) spatial Ξ-coalescent in the large population
limit. Before we list our assumptions we have to make some definitions.
Definition 3.1 (The Mass Process and the Flow Process). We assign a mass
of 1{N to each individual in the population. Define the process RN : N N{N .
we call RN the mass process. Note that for x P G and k P N0 the number








and set FNk : pF
N
k;x,yqx,yPG as well as F
N : pFNk qkPN. We call F
N the
(cumulative) flow process. Note that FNk;x,y is the total amount of mass that
has flown from x to y up to time k.
Definition 3.2.





for i P I  rN s with |I|  m. Note that by definition of the offspring
laws the right-hand side indeed only depends on x and m.
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2. For p, q P N0 we use the notation: ppqq : p!{pp  qq!. Let π P Pn
be a nontrivial partition with j blocks of sizes l1, l2,    , lj ¡ 0. Note
that π nontrivial implies that there is a i P rjs with li ¥ 2. We define
(whenever the limit exists)












As in the nonspatial case cmx has an important meaning for the coalescence.
Proposition 3.3. The constant cmx is the probability for two given ancestral
lines at x at time k 1, after the migration step, to coalesce at time k if there
are m individuals present at x.
Proof. Assume that I  N with |I|  m is the set of indices of individuals
present at site x and time k  1 after the migration step. Fix two ancestral


















Thus we have EpνIk;x,1q  1 and therefore



























The expressions φx,ipl1, . . . , liq will later be connected to the event that lj
ancestral lines for each j P ris in a sample of size n  l1   . . .   li merge
simultaneously. Therefore we expect a consistency property to hold. The first
two claims of following Proposition are results already provided by Möhle
and Sagitov [20].
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Proposition 3.4. Consider the situation of 2. of Definition 3.2 and let
x P G.
1. We have for all j ¤ i P N  and all m1 ¥    ¥ mj P N  as well as
l1 ¥    ¥ li P N  with l1 ¥ m1, . . . , lj ¥ mj and m1 ¥ 2:
φx,ipl1, . . . , liq ¤ φx,jpm1, . . . ,mjq. (3.3)
The inequality even holds if we use lim sup instead of lim in (3.2). We
have in particular
φx,ipl1, . . . , liq ¤ φx,1p2q  1
and thus the sequences appearing on the right-hand side of (3.2) are
always bounded.
2. Let i P N , l1 ¥    ¥ li P N  with l1 ¥ 2. If existence of the limit in
(3.2) is known for all but one term in the following equation then the
limit for the remaining term also exists and the equation holds:
φx,ipl1, . . . , liq  φx,i 1pl1 . . . , li, 1q 
i̧
j1
φx,ipl1, . . . , lj   1, . . . , liq. (3.4)
3. There exists a finite measure Ξx on the infinite simplex ∆ such that
for all i P N  and all l1 ¥    ¥ li P N , l1 ¥ 2 the limit φx,ipl1, . . . , liq
is given by (2.4) whenever it exists. If all the limits exist, then Ξx is
unique.
4. Let φx,2p2, 2q  0 and assume that the limits φx,1pkq exist for all k ¥ 2.
Then all limits φ exist and Ξx corresponds to a Λ-coalescent.
5. Let φx,1p3q  0. Then all limits φ exist and Ξx corresponds to a
Kingman-coalescent.
Proof. We first note that (3.3) corresponds to (18) in Möhle and Sagitov [20]
and (3.4 to Lemma 3.3 in Möhle and Sagitov [20]. Note that with the ψj,s
in the notation of [20] we have with our notation for φ (we omit the spatial
index x):
ψi,spl1, . . . , liq  φi spl1, . . . , li, 1 . . . , 1q
with l1, . . . , li ¥ 2. We still provide a proof for completeness’ sake and due to
these notational differences.
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We start with some preliminary calculations. Let x P G, m P N , I  rms,
k P N0, i P N  and l1 ¥    ¥ li with l1 ¥ 2. Moreover, let n : l1       li ¤
m 1. We have:
E
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pνIk;x,1ql1  . . .  pν
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k;x,i  |I|  m and  from the
exchangeability of pνIk;x,iqiPI . Rearranging terms and multiplying both sides
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with m{pm nq yields
E
 
























pνIk;x,1ql1  . . .  pν
I






Now we can start showing the claims.
1. Since all terms in (3.5) are nonnegative and applying the lim supmÑ8





pνIk;x,1ql1  . . .  pν
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This corresponds to the inequalities (where we use lim sup instead of
lim in the definition of φ):
φx,ipl1, . . . , lj   1, . . . , liq ¤ φx,ipl1, . . . , liq
and
φx,ipl1, . . . , li, 1q ¤ φx,ipl1, . . . , liq.
The inequality (3.3) now follows from successive application of these
inequalities. In particular we get due to l1 ¥ 2, EpνIk,x,iq  1 and (3.1):
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2. Assume that convergence for all but one summand in equation (3.5) is
known. Solving for the remaining summand and letting mÑ 8 shows
convergence of the remaining summand and we get (3.4) since all the
limits exist.
3. If all the limits λl1,...,li : φx,ipl1, . . . , liq exist they yield a family of rates
fulfilling (2.1) and (2.2). By Theorem 2.3 there exists a unique measure
Ξx on ∆ such that φx,ipl1, . . . , liq is given by (2.4). Now we omit the
assumption on the convergence of the φx,ipl1, . . . , liq. By the first part
of this proposition we know that the sequences defining φx,ipl1, . . . , liq
have a finite limit superior. Thus by a diagonal scheme we can find a
subsequence such that all limits φx,ipl1, . . . , liq exist for that subsequence.
Thus we can apply the previous result and again get a finite measure
Ξx on ∆ such that φx,ipl1, . . . , liq is given by (2.4). In particular all the
limits φx,ipl1, . . . , liq which were already existing before the choice of
the subsequence are represented by Ξx.
4. The inequality (3.3) yields φx,ipl1, . . . , liq  0 if there are j1  j2 P ris
with lj1 ¥ 2 and lj2 ¥ 2. The consistency (3.4) simplifies to
φx,i 1pk, 1, . . . , 1q  φx,ipk, 1, . . . , 1q  φx,ipk   1, 1, . . . , 1q
for all i P N , k ¥ 2. By induction over the number of ones in the
argument of φx,i 1pk, 1, . . . , 1q we can show that since the limit φx,1pkq
exists for all k ¥ 2 all limits φx,i 1pk, 1, . . . , 1q have to exist as well.
Moreover, by 1. of Examples 2.7 φx,2p2, 2q  0 is equivalent to Ξx
defining a Λx-coalescent.
5. We note that by 2. of Examples 2.7 the only possible measure Ξx which
would yield φx,1p3q  0 is a sped up Kingman-coalescent. We have
shown in the first claim of this proposition that φx,1p2q  1, thus Ξx  δ0
is uniquely determined. This implies that all convergent subsequences
considered in the proof of 3 of this proposition have the same limit. Since
the sequences are also bounded they have to converge even without the




1. Möhle and Sagitov [20] and Schweinsberg [27] considered a situation in
which all the limits defining φ exist. Our approach will generalize this a
little bit by only requiring the limits to exist up to a certain sample size
n. However, Example 2.5 shows that it would theoretically be possible
to observe a consistent system for a small sample size, that can not be
extended to larger sample sizes and therefore does not come from a
finite measure Ξ on ∆. 3. of Proposition 3.4 ensures that this can not
happen for our limiting coalescent. The rates given by φ always come
from a measure Ξ even if the limits only exist for small sample sizes.
2. Note that (3.4) yields the recursion
φx,i 1pl1 . . . , li, 1q  φx,ipl1, . . . , liq
i̧
j1
φx,ipl1, . . . , lj   1, . . . , liq. (3.6)
By successive application of this recursion we can get rid of all the
parameters li  1 without increasing the sample size considered. In
particular it suffices to show existence of the limits φx,ipl1, . . . , liq for all
i P N , l1, . . . , li ¥ 2 with
°i
j1 lj ¤ n in order to conclude existence of
φx,ppl1, . . . , lpq for all p P N and l1, . . . , lp ¥ 1 with
°p
j1 lj ¤ n.
3. It is worthwhile to point out that 5. of Proposition 3.4 did not require
φx,2p2, 2q  0. If we had φx,2p2, 2q  0 then the consistency (3.4) would
suffice to show that φx,ip2, 1, . . . , 1q  1 for all i P N  and thus that
the rates belong to a Kingman-coalescent. But without φx,2p2, 2q  0
consistency is insufficient. In fact consider for n  4:
λ2  1, λ3  0, λ2,1  1, λ4  0, λ3,1  0, λ2,2  1{2, λ2,1,1  1{2.
It is a simple calculation to check that this system is consistent but
allows for λ3  0 and λ2,2 ¡ 0. This shows that the existence of
a Ξ-measure extending a given system of rates φ as shown in 3. of
Proposition 3.4 can provide us with some additional information which
is not already implied by 1. and 2. of Proposition.
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We can now state our assumptions.
Assumptions 3.6. All the weak convergence assumptions are actually for
the joint distribution of all appearing sequences.
1. We assume that there exists an α ¡ 0 such that we have for x P G and
for mÑ 8:
cmx m
α Ñ βx with βx P R .
2. We assume that the limit defining φx,ipl1, . . . , liq   8 exists for all
i P N , l1, . . . , li P N  with lj ¥ 2 for all j P ris and l1        li ¤ n,
x P G.
3. For t P R  and N P N  set kNt : tt Nαu. We have weak convergence
of the finite dimensional distributions of the flow processes
pFNkNt
qtPR  Ñ pFtqtPR  for N Ñ 8.
We call the process F the limiting, (cumulative) flow process.
Let x  y P G. Furthermore we assume that the processes Fx,y
have almost surely absolutely continuous paths. In particular weak








are almost surely integrable on compact subsets of R . In words: the
total amount of mass moved in the system up to some finite time is
finite.
5. We have weak convergence of the starting masses: RN0 Ñ R0. Further-
more the limit has to still be normalized:¸
xPG
R0;x  1 almost surely.












as weak convergence of the finite dimensional distributions of the pro-
cesses. In words: The total flow in and out of a given site needs to
converge weakly.
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7. We define for x P G, t P R :




We call the process R the (limiting) mass process.
Since k ÞÑ FNk;x,y was nondecreasing we also have that t ÞÑ Ft;x,y is
nondecreasing and thus measure generating. We assume for x, y P G,





1tRt;x0u Fdt;y,x  0 (3.7)
almost surely. In words: There is no flow into or out of a site which
carries no mass.
Some remarks regarding the Assumptions 3.6.
Remarks 3.7.
1. Let G be finite. Then Assumptions 4 and 6 as well as the normalization
of R0 in Assumption 5 are implied by the remaining assumptions.
2. The definition of kNt  tt  N
αu corresponds to a polynomial global
rescaling 1{Nα which is a consequence of the limiting behavior of cmx
(see 1. of Assumptions 3.6). The polynomial behavior is not necessary
in order to attain a limit. However, this choice has the advantage that
it behaves particularly well when the limiting mass of sites differs (see
Remark 3.15 for more details).
3. It will later turn out, that the convergence of finite dimensional distri-
butions of the rescaled flows FN extendeds to uniform convergence on
compact sets.
4. The definition of RN together with the assumptions yields a weak
convergence RNx Ñ Rx first in terms of finite dimensional distributions
and then in terms of uniform convergence on compact sets.
5. We can pose an even weaker condition on the convergence of the flows
FN . It suffices that only a dense subset of the set tt ¥ 0|Rt;x ¡ 0u needs




6. The Equation (3.7) can be rewritten as F 1t;x,y  F
1
t;y,x  0 for Lebesgue
almost all t with Rt;x  0.
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3.2 Examples of Models Meeting the Assump-
tions
In this section we will present examples for which the assumptions in 3.6 hold.
First, we note that the reproduction mechanism defines our time rescaling but
that the migration and coalescence mechanisms can otherwise be considered
separately.
As we already noted in Examples 1.6: one way of modeling migration
of individuals in the population model is to consider independent random
walks on G. For the backwards-in-time spatial coalescent process we can
just reverse those random walks to get new random walks which describe the
migration of individuals backwards in time (special case of Remark 1.9).
Thus, for N P N  we consider a family of i.i.d. random walks pX i,NqiPrNs
on G with transition matrix PN  pPNpx, yqqx,yPG. We assume that the
random walks are irreducible and positively recurrent with stationary distri-
bution πN  pπNx qxPG. Furthermore we assume that the random walks are in
equilibrium.













Proposition 3.8 (Migration Via Independent Random Walkers).




Ñ Q, πN Ñ π (3.8)
as entrywise convergence of real numbers, with Q  pQpx, yqqx,yPG a stable
(i.e., finite diagonal entries), conservative (i.e. row sums are zero) generator
matrix (i.e. nonegative off diagonal entries) with
°
xPGQpx, xqπx   8 where
π is a distribution on G (represented as a row vector) with π Q  0.
Then we have for all t P R  and x, y P G:
RNt;x Ñ πx and F
N
kNt ;x,y
Ñ tπxQpx, yq (3.9)
almost surely as N Ñ 8. Define Rt;x : πx and Ft;x,y : tπxQpx, yq for all
t P R , x  y P G. Then 1. and 3. to 7. of Assumptions 3.6 are fulfilled. We
even achieve almost sure pointwise convergence instead of just convergence of
the finite dimensional distributions of the considered processes.
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The random variables 1tXi,Nt xu
are mutually independent Binp1, πNx q dis-
tributed for i P rN s since the random walks are in equilibrium. We consider
the array pEN,iqNPN,iPrNs given by
EN,i : 1tXi,Nt xu
 πNx .
Then the array is row-wise independent with EpEN,iq  0 and |EN,i| ¤ 1.
Thus we have by a strong law of large numbers for such arrays (see Theorem








EN,i Ñ 0 for N Ñ 8 almost surely.
Together with πNx Ñ πx for N Ñ 8 this shows the first part of (3.9).
Next we show the convergence of FN
kNt ;x,y




















It is noteworthy, that heuristically, due to the ergodic theorem for Markov




would then converge to tπxQpx, yq for N Ñ 8. The issue with this approach
is that we cannot apply the ergodic theorem since the transition matrix PN
and the stationary distribution πN depend on N . Even worse, for large N
the Markov chain XN will move slower and therefore we cannot expect that
the ergodic theorem could be applied uniformly in N . Alternatively we could
try to apply the strong law for row-wise independent arrays again. Consider












Due to independence of X i,N the rows of pZN,iq are again independent and
since the chains are in equilibrium:
PpX i,Nj1  x,X
i,N
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and thus EpZN,iq  0 for all N P N, i P rN s. But we can no longer guarantee
the uniform stochastic boundedness of ZN,i which was necessary to apply
Theorem 4 in [28].
Thus, we have to estimate the probabilities explicitely and show conver-






Note that if j1, . . . , jm P t1, . . . k
N



































with k P rms and I  rms a subset with |I|  mk. We first consider the case,
that the jl are mutually different. Taking expectations and applying the above
estimation yields that each summand is bound by PNpx, yq|I|PNpx, yqk 
PNpx, yqm. Since there are m2 summands we get
Ep|Y i,Nj1,...,jm;x,y|q ¤ m
2PNpx, yqm.
In the case that the summands are not mutually different we assume j1  jm
without loss of generality. Then, since
|1tAi,Nj1;x,yu
 πNx P









(note that the expression inside the square is a random variable taking values
in r0, 1s) and thus
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we get Ep|Y i,Nj1,...,jm;x,y|q ¤ pm  1q
2PNpx, yqm1. Applying this consecutively
until there are only mutually different indeces we get
Ep|Y i,Nj1,...,jm;x,y|q ¤ a
2PNpx, yqa.
where a P rms is the number of mutually different jl.






We have using that the ZN,i are i.i.d. in i P rN s and have mean zero. We use



































































Our goal is to show that the expectations above are bounded for N Ñ 8
which then shows that the forth moment goes to 0 for N Ñ 8 with order
1{N2.
We have for the first expectation where the sums are always taken over
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The right hand side of this inequality is bounded in N P N  due to cN Ñ 0



























Next, we have to estimate the second moment. We get similar to the fourth






























Npx, yq2   kNt P
Npx, yq.
Again, the right-hand side is bounded in N P N . Thus there is a constant














The Markov inequality yields for ε ¡ 0:














Npx, yq| Ñ 0 almost surely .
We have already seen in (3.11 that kNt P
Npx, yq Ñ tQpx, yq and together with
πNx Ñ πx we get F
N
kNt ;x,y
Ñ tπxQpx, yq for N Ñ 8 almost surely. This shows
the second part of (3.9).
We show that the Assumptions 3.6 are fulfilled as claimed. 1. of As-
sumptions 3.6 holds trivially. The functions t ÞÑ Ft;x,y  tπxQpx, yq are
linear in t and thus absolutely continuous with differential F 1t;x,y  πxQpx, yq.
Together with (3.9) we get 3. of Assumptions 3.6 with almost sure pointwise












πxQpx, xq   8.
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Thus 4. of Assumptions 3.6 is fulfilled. Since R0;x  πx is a distribution on G
we have
°
xPG R0;x  1 and thus 5. of Assumptions 3.6 is fulfilled. Let x P G,
























We can argue completely analogously to the proof of the almost sure con-
vergence FNt;x,y Ñ tπxQpx, yq by simply replacing P
Npx, yq with 1PNpx, xq
and replacing “hitting y” with “avoiding x” in all events, to get D ¥ 0 such


























we get for all x P G and t ¥ 0:¸
yPGztxu




















FNt;y,x Ñ tπxQpx, xq almost surely.
Since π Q  0 we have
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and thus we have almost surely for N Ñ 8:
¸
yPGztxu










Thus 6. of Assumptions 3.6 holds in terms of almost sure pointwise conver-
gence. Due to Rt;x  πx ¡ 0 for all x P G, t P R  7. of Assumptions 3.6 is
also fulfilled.
One way to ensure that the requirements of Proposition 3.8 are met, especially
if we want to attain a specific random walk in the limit, is by using lazy
walkers.
Example 3.9 (Independent Lazy Walkers). Let Q  pQpx, yqqx,yPG be a conser-
vative, stable generator matrix. More precisely Q is a matrix with nonnegative
off-diagonal entries (interpretation as rates), row sums equal 0 (conservative)
and finite, nonpositive diagonal entries (stable). and π a distribution on G
(represented as a row vector) with π Q  0 and supxPGQpx, xq   8. Let
α ¡ 0. For large N P N  we can define a stochastic matrix (a matrix with




¤ 1 for x  y
and
PNpx, xq  1
¸
yx




The stochastic matrix PN describes a discrete-time Markov chain and thus
a random walk on G. We call this random walk lazy since the probability
P px, xq to remain at a given state x converges to 1 for N Ñ 8. In words:
for large N the random walk will stay in its current state for long periods of
time. Furthermore the random walks for different N essentially only differ
in this holding probability in the sense that the conditional probability of
moving from x to y given that the walker does not stay in x is the same for
all N . This Markov chain has the equilibrium distribution π since we have
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for x P G and N P N:




















πyQpy, xq  πx.
Note that NαPNpx, yq  Qpx, yq and
NαpPNpx, xq  1q  
¸
yx
NαPNpx, yq  Qpx, xq.
Thus the assumptions of Proposition 3.8 are fulfilled since we even have
NαpPN  Iq  Q and πNx  πx for all N P N .
3.3 Definition of the Limiting Coalescent
We will now define the limiting coalescent using the limiting processes R and
F given by Assumptions 3.6.
This definition will use the concept of infinitesimal rates to describe a
specific type of time-inhomogeneous Markov chain which we call a time-
inhomogeneous regular jump process. Since the concept of rates can be
well enough understood on a heuristic level we will postpone some of the
technical details of how the process is derived from the rates. For the rigorous
construction see Definition 6.2.
Definition 3.10 (The Limiting Coalescent). We consider a sample of n
ancestral lines at time zero. Let xi P G be the starting location of the i-th
ancestral line of the sample. We assume R0;xi ¡ 0 for all i P rns.
Let F and R be given as in the Assumptions 3.6. We define the limiting
coalescent Π  pΠtqtPR  conditioned on R and F as a time-inhomogeneous
regular jump process (see Definition 6.2) in the space of labeled partitions
PG,n with the following properties:
1. Let S : tpt, xq P R   G|Rt;x ¡ 0u and Gt : tx P G|pt, xq P Su for
t P R . Note that it will turn out later (see Proposition 7.2 or, if G
finite, 4 of Assumptions 3.6) that the mapping t ÞÑ Rt;x is continuous.
Thus S is an open subset of R  G. We restrict the state space PG,n
at time t to labeled partitions with labels in Gt. We refer to this new
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state space as the restricted state space. We will also later see that with
the proposed rates Π will be a process in the restricted state space,
which is necessary for the infinitesimal rates to be finite. In the context
of Definition 6.2 the restricted state space will be the set of admissible
states for our process and S will be the set of admissible states if we
only consider the migration of the label of an individual line.
2. Π0 has the form ppt1u, x1q, . . . , ptnu, xnqq. we assume that p0, xiq P S
for all i P rns in order to ensure that Π0 takes values in the restricted
state space.
3. Let x  y P G and t P R  with pt, xq P S. The infinitesimal rate with






4. Let x P G, t P R  with pt, xq P S and let there be i ancestral lines in x
at time t. Any coalescence event A for the lines at x can be considered
as at most i simultaneous mergers of lines. Let l1, . . . , li P N0 be the
size of the mergers. (So l1 lines find a common ancestor simultaneously
another l2 find a different common ancestor and so on.) By construction
l1   . . .  li  i. The infinitesimal rate with which such a coalescence




φx,ipl1, . . . , liq. (3.13)
Remark 3.11. By the consistency property of the φ (Proposition 3.4) together
with the representation of consistent rates with a measure Ξ (Theorem 2.3) the
limiting coalescent has the form of a spatial Ξ-n-coalescent, with potentially
different Ξx at different sites, which additionally runs on a random timescale
sped up by βxRαx . Also, the migration of ancestral lines conditioned on F
is independent.
One of the key features of our limiting process is that it is, in general, not
described by a strongly continuous semigroup. In particular it may not be a
Feller process.
Proposition 3.12. Consider the time-inhomogeneous Markov chain Y taking
values in G which describes the motion of a single ancestral line in the limiting
coalescent from Definition 3.10. We define the set of real-valued, continuous
functions on S, vanishing at infinity as
C0pSq : tf : S Ñ R| continuous with |f |1prε,8qq compact for all ε ¡ 0u.
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Let f P C0pSq and t ¥ 0. We define the operator semigroup pTtqt¥0 via
Ttf : S Ñ R, pw, xq ÞÑ Epfpw   t, Yw tq|Yw  xq.
Furthermore let there be x P G and 0 ¤ s ¤ u with ps, xq P S but pu, xq R S.
Then pTtqtPR  is not strongly continuous.
Proof. Since S is open we can assume without loss of generality, that u is
chosen minimal under the constraints s ¤ u and pu, xq R S. We show the
claim by contradicion. Assume that pTtqtPR  is strongly continuous. Then for
all f P C0pSq we have Ttf Ñ f for tÑ 0 in the strong topology. Let y P G
with pu, yq P S and define
Sy : tw P R |pw, yq P Su.
Furthermore we define the following function:
fy : S Ñ R, pw, zq ÞÑ
$&
%








 if z  y
where dpw, Scyq is the Euclidean distance between the point w P R  and
the closed set Scy  R . Note that since dp, Scyq is continuous the function
fy is also continuous. Also since dpv, S
c
yq Ñ 0 whenever v Ñ w P S and
since p1   vq1 Ñ 0 for v Ñ 8 we have fy P C0pSq. Furthermore we have
fypu, yq  1. Consider n P N  with s   u  1{n and thus pu  n1, xq P S
due to minimality of u. We have T0fpu, xq  0 and thus by strong continuity
for nÑ 8
PpYu  y|Yun1  xq ¤ Epfypu, Yuq|Yun1  xq  Tn1fpu n1, xq Ñ 0.
Since this holds for all y P G with pu, yq P S we get by dominated convergence:
Pppu, Yuq P S|Yun1  xq Ñ 0.
But since S is the admissible set for Y the probability on the left hand side
is always equal 1 which yields a contradiction.
Remark 3.13. Note that finding pu, xq R S, ps, xq P S with s ¤ u in Proposition
3.12 is equivalent to the existence of a site x which carries positive mass
Rs;x ¡ 0 at some time s but has lost all of its mass at a later time u. This
situation will usually arise if mass is not ensured to be positive at all times
and sites.
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3.4 The Limiting result
We can now state our main theorem.
Theorem 3.14. Let n P N and π P PG,n such that π has no ancestral lines
labeled x with R0;x  0. Let ΠN  pΠNk qkPN0 be the coalescent of the population




Π  pΠtqtPR  be the limiting coalescent as defined in Definition 3.10 and let
ΠN0  π  Π0 for large N . Moreover, assume that Assumptions 3.6 hold.
Then we get the following weak convergence of processes in the Skorohod
topology (for a detailed description of the Skorohod topology see [8])
pΠ̂Nt qtPR  Ñ pΠtqtPR  for N Ñ 8.
Remark 3.15.
1. For given n,N P N  and π P PG,n with no blocks with label x P G if
R0;x  0 it may not be possible to start ΠN in π. But due to R0;x ¡ 0
for all blocks in π with label x and due to N N0;x  NR0;x we can start
ΠN in π for sufficiently large N P N . Thus, this poses no issue for the
limiting result in Theorem 3.14.
2. Let 2. of Assumptions 3.6 hold for all n P N . Let N P N  and let
ιG,N : PG,N Ñ PG be a mapping with τG,N  ιG,N  idPG,N . Consider
the starting condition πN P PG,N given by having blocks of type tku
which carry the location of individual k P rN s at time 0 as label and
stipulate ιG,NpπNq Ñ π8 P PG for N Ñ 8. Note that for sample size
n  N we can start Π̂ in πN . Then by definition of the topology of
PG and since Theorem 3.14 holds for all n P N with starting condition
τNG,npπNq we have
ιG,NpΠ̂q Ñ Π
weakly with respect to the vague topology, where Π is the spatial Ξ-
coalescent started in π8. This means that essentially convergence holds
also for large sample sizes n  OpNq though this is simply due to the
topology of PG which only requires all restrictions to small sample sizes
n to converge.
3. Note that in 1. of Assumptions 3.6 we stipulated that the rescaling cmx
behaves polynomially in m for mÑ 8 which led to the global rescaling
kNt  ttN
αu. This case is particularily interesting since, on one hand
this covers the usual population models (e.g., Wright-Fisher-Model:
cmx  1{m, Moran-Model: c
m
x  1{m
2) and on the other hand the local
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mass Rt;x will influence the rate of coalescence in the limiting process.
In fact by (3.13) the rate of coalescence in the limiting process will
increase at sites which feature a small local mass.
Note that if the cmx would behave logarithmically we would not see such
an influence of the local mass Rt;x on the rate of coalescence in the
limit and if cmx would behave exponentially the influence would be so
strong, that the limiting process would only allow for coalescence at the
site which carries the least non-zero mass.
For now we will give a sketch for the proof of Theorem 3.14. For the
rigorous proof see Chapter 8. The limiting process is a time-inhomogeneous
Markov chain and thus we can consider the process pt,ΠtqtPR  which is a
time-homogeneous Markov process taking values in R PG,n. The problem
with this approach is that if we allow for the mass Rx to drop from some
positive value to zero over time then the semigroup of the Markov process
seizes to be strongly continuous (see Proposition 3.12). In particular most
of the standard theory for showing convergence by considering generators or
martingale problems is not applicable. At the same time we want to use the
fact that we are considering a Markov chain albeit time-inhomogeneous. Since
we could not find a satisfying theory which specifically treats convergence of
time-inhomogeneous Markov chains we developed our own appoach to this
problem.
To explain said approach we first introduce the concept of graphical
representations. We consider a general discrete state space E and let O be
an open subset of R   E. Also, we set E8  E Y t8u to be the one-point-
compactification of E if E is infinite (and E8  E if E is finite). We use E8
instead of E only for topological reasons and will not explicitely use the added
point 8. For our purposes a graphical representation is an integer valued
random measure η on OE8 which is almost surely finite on compact subsets
of O  E8, almost surely only has atoms of mass 1 and ηpO  t8uq  0.
Each atom, also called point, of η has a location pt, x, yq P O  E. We now
visualize (see Figure 5.1 later on) such a point for x  y as an arrow pointing
from pt, xq P R   E to pt, yq P R   E. We then can use such a graphical
representation to define a piecewise constant process Y  pYtqtPR  taking
values in E by tracking along those arrows (see Figure 5.2 later on). More
precisely, if Yt  x and if there is an atom in η at pt, x, yq, then we require Y
to jump to y at time t. Assume that Y is a time-discrete Markov chain taking
values in E (for instance ΠN) and define Ŷ using a time rescaling t ÞÑ kNt .
We can define a graphical representation η for Ŷ by using the transition
probabilities of Y :
pk;x,y : PpYk 1  y|Yk  xq.
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For each kNt P N , x P E there is at most one arrow out of x at time kNt and
we use the distribution on E given by the vector ppk;x,yqyPE to determine the
state which the arrow points to. In the case that the distribution yields x
we have no arrow pointing out of x at time kNt . Moreover, we consider the
distributions for different kNt and x to be independent.
For a Markov chain in continuous time (like Π) we can also use graphical
representations. Indeed, we even use graphical representations to define Π
properly in the first place (see Definition 6.2). In this case the graphical
representation η is given as a Poisson point process on O  E8 and the
infinitesimal rates qt;x,y of our MCCT are densities of the intensity measure
of η on R   txu  tyu.
These graphical representations are often used in population genetics to
describe and couple stochastic processes. The relevant observation in our case
is that convergence already holds in terms of the graphical representations.
A sensible choice for the topology on the space of graphical representations
is the so called vague topology. The vague topology can be defined on the
larger space of measures on O  E8 which are finite on compact subsets of




for all f : O  E8 Ñ R continuous with compact support.
We start by using graphical representations for Π̂N (as described above)
and Π (as by Definition 6.2. Here
O : tpt, πq P R  PG,n| π has only labels in Gtu
is our restricted state space (the labeled partitions which) and E : PG,n.
We consider the mapping that maps a graphical representation to a stochastic
process. We show that this mapping is continuous at points where the
resulting process is non-explosive with respect to the vague topology on the
space of graphical representations (as a subspace of measures on O  E8
which are finite on compact subsets) and the Skorohod topology on the space
of processes (see Proposition 5.5).
A (random) graphical representation η also defines an intensity measure
ν via
νpAq  EpηpAqq for all A  O  E8 measurable.
We show that vague convergence of the intensity measures already implies
weak convergence of the graphical representations with respect to the vague
topology (see Proposition 4.19). Thus it is left to show that the limiting
process is non-explosive, which is the case if and only if the migration of an
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ancestral line in the limit is non-explosive, and that the intensity measures
converge in the vague topology.
For the non-explosiveness we look at general time-inhomogeneous Markov
chains and show that we can ensure this property by finding a certain solution
to the differential equation π1t  πt  Qt with πt a distribution for all t P
R  (see Theorem 6.19). This result is of interest in its own right. For a
time-homogeneous setting Q  Qt in which Q is a bounded operator it is
known that the differential equation π1t  πt Q determines the distribution
πt  π0 expptQq of a time-homogeneous MCCT. But the generalization to
the time-inhomogeneous setting introduces new issues since Qs and Qt may
not commute. Also, in the time-homogeneous setting this is a generalization
of the fact that an equilibrium distribution π is uniquely determined by the
property π Q  0.
Note that for a time-inhomogeneous Markov chain there are two different
types of explosions. On one hand, the process can explode by diverging to
infinity in a finite amount of time. This type of explosion is also possible
in the time-homogeneous setting. On the other hand a time-inhomogeneous
process allows for the possibility of explosions due to rates becoming locally
infinite. This can even occur if the state space is finite. Solving the differential
equation π1t  πt Qt not only allows us to show non-explosiveness for both
cases, but we were also able to show that, for a finite G and thus finite E,
the solution πt captures explosions as discontinuities of the solution t ÞÑ πt
(see Theorem 6.18).
To show convergence of the intensity measures we have to improve the
convergence of FN to F to hold uniformly on compact sets (and the same
for RN and R). This also allows us to assume that FN and RN converge
almost surely (see Lemma 7.8 and then Lemma 8.1).
Using the Continuous Mapping Theorem we can then show that Π̂N
conditioned on FN , RN almost surely converges weakly with respect to the
Skorohod topology to Π conditioned on F , R. By dominated convergence
we can get rid of the conditioning and get that Π̂N converges to Π weakly
with respect to the Skorohod topology.
3.5 Discussion of the Result
We start by comparing with results about large population limits for spatial
coalescents. Notahara [21] considered a situation in which individuals in the
population migrate independently and at each site x P G a Wright-Fisher-type
reproduction mechanism was employed. This means, that each individual
chooses its parent independently uniformly at random from the previous
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generation. Furthermore the system was considered to be time-homogeneous.
Our scheme covers the case of independent migrators (see Proposition 3.8)
and a Wright-Fisher reproduction (see Example 1.6) mechanism corresponds
to cmx  1{m and thus α  1 and βx  1 in our setting. One difference is that
in Notahara’s setting the reproduction step rebalanced the local population
size whereas we could have a situation in which the local population size is
asymptotically balanced but the reproduction keeps the number of individuals
constant. As in the nonspatial case the limiting coalescent will be a spatial
Kingman-coalescent, also referred to as the structured coalescent.
Herbots [11] and later Heuer and Sturm [12] considered balanced migration







In this case the local population size Nx is constant in t as well as deterministic.
Furthermore the local population size Nx was assumed to also be constant in
x. It was assumed that Nx{N Ñ 1{ |G| ¡ 0 as well as nxy{c
N Ñ ppx, yq ¥ 0
where cN Ñ 0 was a global time rescaling. Note that our result covers this
situation since for t P R , x  y P G we have for N Ñ 8:







nxy Ñ tppx, yq  Ft;x,y.
There are also convergence results in which the spatial information does not
impact the coalescent in the limit, so called fast migration results. Heuristi-
cally, if migration happens on a faster timescale than coalescence it is possible
for the spatial distribution of the ancestral lines to become almost stationary
before coalescence happens. In such a case the limiting coalescent does no
longer see the underlying spatial structure.
Hössjer [13] provided such a limiting result for the fast migration case on a
finite space t1, . . . , Lu. Similar to [12] a balanced migration and exchangeable,
conservative reproduction was assumed but instead of migration happening
on the slow timescale OpcNq the migration happened on the timescale Op1q.
To attain a limit only the coalescent component of the spatial coalescent is
considered. Hössjer [13] showed that under certain conditions on the moments
of the offspring distribution (similar to the convergence of the φx,ipl1, . . . , liq
in 2 of our Assumptions 3.6) the coalescent component of the genealogy
converges to a Kingman-coalescent with a time rescaling c ¡ 0.
Another fast migration result on a finite space was given by Sagitov et al.
[24] who considered the migration backwards in time at time u P N to be
governed by random transition matrices B
puq
1 which converge for uÑ 8 to a
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random stationary transition matrix P1. It is noteworthy that even though
the migration in [24] is time-inhomogeneous this is not due to change in the
local population size, which was still assumed to remain constant in time.
This is similar to the case in our setting, in which the flows F may keep
the local total mass R constant but may themselves vary, thus introducing
a time-inhomogeneous component without changing the local population
size. More precisely, the (random) transition matrices for a population of N
individuals B
puq
1 pNq are assumed to have the following asymptotics:
B
puq








1 pNq uniformly bounded in u,N P N. Furthermore some assumptions
on the mixing property of the transition matrices B
puq
1 were made. Sagitov
et al. [24] showed that under these assumptions the genealogy of a spatial
Wright-Fisher model, with a suitable time rescaling, converges to the standard
(nonspatial) Kingman-Coalescent.
We will now talk about applications of our result. Our scaling regime is of
particular interest since it retains the spatial information of the system. This
is useful for studying the influence of spatial structure on genealogies. There
are plenty of recent results looking at spatial Λ-Coalescents in particular.
In the previously mentioned paper by Heuer and Sturm [12] the resulting
large population limit was then used to derive a robustness result for the
coalescent of a population living on a large, discrete 2-dimensional torus. More
precisely it was shown that the coalescence component of a suitably time-
rescaled spatial Λ-coalescent in which lines migrate using simply symmetric
random walks on the discrete torus tL, . . . , Lu2 converges for LÑ 8 to a
time-rescaled Kingman coalescent if the lines were sampled suitably far apart
at time 0.
Using the result from this thesis we can extend the application of the
paper greatly. It is no longer required for the number of migrants nxy to
be deterministic or balanced and the Nx to be constant in x, instead we
only require the limiting process to be well behaved. For instance modeling
migration using independent migrators (see Examples 1.6) still allows for the
same type of large population limit.
Since the core argument in [12] was that with probability 1 for LÑ 8 only
at most two ancestral lines could meet at the same time the robustness result
in [12] could be extended to a setting where instead of a spatial Λ-coalescent
one could consider a spatial Ξ-coalescent since both coalescents have the same
behavior for sample size 2.
Results similar to [12] but for a spatial Λ-coalescent on the d-dimensional
discrete torus with d ¥ 3 were already derived by Limic and Sturm [19]. The
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transience of the simple symmetric random walk in Zd for d ¥ 3 allowed for
nontrivial results even if the lines are not sampled far apart initially.
There are also results considering a spatial Λ-coalescent in a continuum.
Barton et al. [2] showed that the genealogy of a suitably time-rescaled spatial
Λ-coalescent on the 2-dimensional torus rL{2, L{2s converges to the Kingman-
coalescent. In order to work with the spatial continuum small and large
reproduction events affecting the population were considered. Small events
would only require repopulation of an area with a radius r ! L but they
would happen frequently. Large events would affect an area of radius ΨL with
ΨL Ñ 8 for L Ñ 8 but they would be rare (rate ρLψ
2
L Ñ 0 for L Ñ 8).
These rare, large scale events lead to a Λ-coalescent in the limit whereas the
small events only yield a Kingman-component (an atom at 0 in Λ) in the
limit.
Greven et al. [9] considered a spatial Λ-Cannings model subject to a
mean field migration mechanism. The coalescent of such a model is a spatial
Λ-coalescent with migration rates qMigt;x,y  c for all x, y P G, t ¥ 0. Thus this
coalescent fits into our framework if we consider a symmetric, balanced setting
Rt;x  1{ |G|, Ft;x,y  ct{ |G| for all x, y P G and assume that no simultaneous
mergers in our Ξ-coalescent can happen (making it a Λ-coalescent).
Greven et al. [10] considered a spatial coalescent on a countable, additive
group V (later V  Z). Individuals were assumed to migrate (backwards
in time) with rate 1 using a transition kernel apx, yq  ap0, y  xq and to
reproduce with rate γ according to a time-continuous Moran model. More
precisely every pair of individuals would, with rate γ, be replaced with two
offspring of one individual of the pair, chosen uniformly at random. Note
that the total rate with which the considered Markoc chain moves out of
x P V does not depend on V . By Kolmogorov’s backwards equation (for
time-homogeneous Markov chains in continuous time) the assumptions of
Theorem 6.19 are fulfilled and thus we can apply Proposition 7.5 to see
that there exists a system of flows which yields this particular migration
mechanism. In [10] it is assumed that each step of the random walk given by
apx, yq has zero mean and finite variance σ2 P p0,8q. For a given ε ¡ 0 time
gets rescaled via t ÞÑ ε2t and space gets rescaled via z ÞÑ εσ1. For εÑ 0 a
limit to the genealogy of a so called continuum-sites stepping stone model
on R is attained. This genealogy can be described as a system of coalescing
Brownian motions on R.
It should be noted that all these results consider usually at least a time-
homogeneous migration for the ancestral lines. Our result of course allows
even for time-inhomogeneous limits which will usually happen due to large,
migration induced fluctuations in the local population size. Furthermore we
have seen in Proposition 3.12 that severe bottlenecks can even lead to loss
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of the Feller property of the limiting coalescent. Thus our result can also
help understanding the limits in which the previusly discussed papers should
be applied. Genealogies of populations which were subject to substantial
migration in the past, for instance using migration to populate a previously
vacant location, will look significantly different than genealogies of populations
with relatively constant local population size.
3.6 Overview Over the Rest of the Thesis
The remainder of the thesis is focused on proving our main result, Theorem
3.14. In Chapter 4 we introduce the concept of vague convergence and
conditions for weak convergence of integer valued random measures with
respect to the vague topology. Furthermore we show that vague convergence
of intensity measures of certain point processes implies weak convergence of
the point processes themselves to a Poisson point process.
In Chapter 5 we introduce the concept of (proper) graphical representations.
Furthermore, we describe how a process can be defined by tracking through
a graphical representation and show continuity of this procedure at certain,
good representations.
In Chapter 6 we define time-inhomogeneous regular jump processes with
rate matrix Qt which are time-inhomogeneous Markov chains that can be
defined using graphical representations. We also develop a method to identify
the distribution and in particular non-explosive behavior of these jump
processes by solving the differential equation π1t  πt Qt.
In Chapter 7 we introduce the system of flows which is our limiting
migration mechanism. We show that the rate matrix Qt for a system of flows
yields a proper graphical representation and find a solution for π1t  πt Qt in
order to show the non-explosiveness of our migration mechanism. Moreover,
we show that the weak convergence of the finite dimensional distributions of
the flow processes FN and the mass processes RN can be refined to weak
uniform convergence on compact sets.
In Chapter 8 we prove our main Theorem 3.14 and in Chapter 9 we give
an outlook and ideas for future research and possible generalizations of our
results.
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Chapter 4
The Vague Topology
4.1 Definition and Basic Theory
As was outlined in the sketch of the proof for the main result the vague
topology will be important. Thus we want to give some well known results for
integer valued random measures and derive some more specific convergence
results we will need later on. This chapter mostly uses the groundwork done
by Kallenberg [16]. We start by introducing some notations.
Notation 4.1.






2. Let A  E with E a topological space. We write A for the closure of
A, Ao for the interior of A and BA : AzAo for the boundary of A.
3. Let A  E with E a topological space. Recall that A is called compact if
every open cover of A allows for a finite subcover and relatively compact
if A is compact.
The following lemma shows some basic properties of the boundary.
Lemma 4.2. Let E be a topological space. Let A,B be subsets of E. The
following claims hold.
1. We have
AYB  AYB, pAXBqo  Ao XBo (4.1)
as well as
AXB  AXB, Ao YBo  pAYBqo. (4.2)
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If additionally E is separable and AXB  Ao YBo, then equality holds
in (4.2).
2. It holds: BA  BAc.
3. It holds:
BpAzBq  BAY BB. (4.3)
Furthermore, if E is separable, B  A and either B is closed and A is
open or A is closed and B is open, then equality holds in (4.3).
4. It holds:
BpAYBq  BAY BB and BpAXBq  BAY BB. (4.4)
Proof.
1. We start by showing the first equality in (4.1). We have on one hand:
pAYBq  pAYBq  AYB
and on the other hand:
A  pAYBq and B  pAYBq
which yields
A  pAYBq and B  pAYBq.
Thus we get A Y B  pAYBq. The second equality of (4.1) can be
shown by applying complements on both sides and using A
c
 pAcqo.
Now we show (4.2). We have
pAXBq  pAXBq  AXB.
The second inclusion follows by applying complements.
Now let
x P AXB  Ao YBo.
Without loss of generality let x P Ao. Since x P B and E separable
there exists a sequence pxnqnPN   B which converges to x.
Since Ao is an open neighborhood of x there is an m P N with xn P Ao
for all n ¥ m. Thus the subsequence pxnqn¥m lives in A X B and
converges to x. This implies x P AXB. Thus we have AXB  AXB
which shows equality. The second equality in (4.2) follows by applying
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complements to both sides of the first equality using Ac and Bc instead
of A, B and using that
Ac XBc  pAcqo Y pBcqo




ôAXB  Ao YBo.
2. We have due to Ac  pAoqc:
BAc  AczpAcqo  Ac X ppAcqoqc  pAoqc X pAcqc  AX pAoqc  BA.
3. We start by showing (4.3). We have due to (4.1) and (4.2):
BpAzBq  pAzBqzpAzBqo  AXBc X pAo X pBcqoqc
 AXBc X ppAoqc Y ppBcqoqcq
 pAXBc X pAoqcq Y pppBcqoqc X AXBcq
 pAX pAoqcq Y pBc X ppBcqoqcq  BAY BBc.
Now, 2. implies BB  BBc which shows the first claim.
We continue with the second claim. Let B  A  E with B open and
A closed. Note that due to 2. we have BB  BBc. Thus we get, since
AzB is closed and due to (4.1):
BpAzBq  pAzBqzpAzBqo
 AXBc X ppAXBcqoqc
 AXBc X pAo X pBcqoqc
 AXBc X pAoqc Y ppBcqoqcq
 pAXBc X pAoqcq Y pAXBc X pBcqoqcq
 pBc X pAzAoqq Y pAX pBczpBcqoqq
 pBc X BAq Y pAX BBcq
 pBc X BAq Y pAX BBq.
Moreover, we have BB  B  A and BA  Ac  Bc and thus the right
hand side of the equation simplifies to BAY BB.
Next we assume that A is open and B is closed. We first note that
A  AY BA and due to B  A and 2:
BA  BAc  Ac  Bc  pBcqo
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as well as Bc  Bc Y BBc and
BBc  BB  B  A  Ao.
Thus, it holds:
AXBc  pAY BAq X pBc Y BBcq  AYBc  AopYBcqo.
Therefore, equality holds in (4.2) and we get
BpAzBq  pAzBqzpAzBq
 AXBc X pAXBcqc
 AXBc X pAc YBq
 pAX Ac XBcq Y pBc XB X Aq
 pBAXBcq Y pBBc X Aq.
The right-hand side simplifies to BAY BB since
BA  BAc  Ac  Bc and BBc  BB  B  A.
4. We start by showing the first inclusion. We have due to (4.3) and 2.:
BpAYBq  BpAc XBcq  BpAczBq  BAc Y BB  BAY BB.
The second inclusion follows in similar fashion:
BpAXBq  BpAzBcq  BAY BBc  BAY BB.
Remark 4.3. The separability of E in 2. and 3. of Lemma 4.2 can be dropped.
The proof works analogously for general topological spaces if one replaces the
concept of sequences with the concept of nets in the proof. We only presented
the results in the separable case since our spaces are always separable and
nets are not common knowledge outside of topology.
We now introduce the class of spaces considered by Kallenberg [16].
Definition 4.4. We call a topological space E equipped with its Borel σ-field
BpEq an lcscH space if:
1. E is locally compact. This means that every point x P E allows for a
relatively compact, open neighborhood.
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2. E is second countable. This means that the topology has a countable
basis, or more precisely, a countable collection of open sets tOn|n P Nu





It should be noted that for metrizable spaces this is equivalent to
separability.
3. E is a Hausdorff space. This means that for any two points x  y P E
there exist disjoint open neighborhoods of x and y.
Moreover, we define McpEq as the set of measures on pE,BpEqq which are
finite on (relatively) compact subsets of E.
The following proposition introduces some basic properties of lcscH spaces:
Proposition 4.5 (Properties of lcscH Spaces). Let E be an lcscH space and
µ P McpEq. The following claims hold:
1. E is metrizable and separable.
2. The system of open, relatively compact sets B  E with µpBBq  0 is
a π-system (i.e., closed under finite intersections) which generates the
topology of E and in particular BpEq.
3. E is σ-compact, which means there exists a sequence Cn Õ E with Cn
compact for all n P N . We can choose this sequence with the property
µpBCnq  0 for all n P N .
4. µ is σ-finite.
Proof.
1. For this part of the proof we will refer to the notation and results by
Joshi [15]. We give a short describtion of the nomenclature used in [15].
A space E is called regular if, for any point x P E and any closed subset
C  E with x R C, we can find disjoint, open sets U, V with x P U
and C  V . E is called T1 if for any x  y P E we can find an open
neighborhood U of x which does not contain y. E is called T3 if it is T1
and regular.
We first note that every Hausdorff space is T1. Due to Corollary (3.4) in
[15] every locally compact Hausdorff space is regular and thus T3. Now
Urysohn’s Metrization Theorem (Corollary (3.2) in [15]) yields that a
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second countable space is metrizable if and only if it is T3. In particular
E is metrizable. Let d : E  E Ñ R  be a corresponding metric. To
conclude the claim we note that every second countable space has to be
separable (Theorem (1.5) in [15]).
2. To show that the system is a π-system considerB,C  E open, relatively
compact with µpBBq  µpBCq  0. Due to D : B X C  B the
intersection D is again relatively compact as well as open and (4.4)
yields BD  BB Y BC. Thus we have µpBDq ¤ µpBBq   µpBCq  0.
Therefore the system is closed under finite intersections and therefore a
π-system.
Now we show that the system generates BpEq. We can use the metric
d to define the open ball with radius r ¡ 0 and center x P E:
Brpxq : ty P E|dpx, yq   ru.
Since E is locally compact for every x P E there exists an rx ¡ 0 such
that Brxpxq is relatively compact and thus Bεpxq is relatively compact
for all ε P p0, rxq. Furthermore, we have for the closure and the boundary
of the ball:
Brpxq  ty P E|dpx, yq ¤ ru BBrpxq  ty P E|dpx, yq  ru.
In particular the boundaries BBrpxq are mutually disjoint for different
r ¡ 0. Since the set p0, rxs is uncountable and µpBrxpxqq   8 we can
find rx,n ¡ 0 with Brxpxq relatively compact and µpBBrx,npxqq  0 for






where the union is taken over all x P E and all n P N  with Brx,npxq  U .
Thus the topology of E is generated by relatively compact sets such that
µ has no mass on the boundary and in particular the Borel-σ-algebra
BpEq is generated by these sets.
3. Any second countable space is also Lindelöf (see Theorem (1.5) in [15]).
This means that any open cover allows for a countable subcover. We
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As a finite union of compact sets Cn is compact and Cn Õ E by
construction. Furthermore we have by (4.4): BCn 
n
i1 BBi. Thus E
is σ-compact and due to µpBBiq  0 for all i P N  we have µpBCnq  0
for all n P N .
4. We use the sequence Cn of compact sets constructed in the previous
part of the proof. Thus µpCnq   8 by definition and Cn Õ E. This
shows that µ is σ-finite.
Remark 4.6. Note that every locally compact, separable metric space is also
an lcscH space. Thus 1. of Proposition 4.5 yields that lcscH spaces are
essentially the same as locally compact, separable metric spaces. The concept
of lcscH spaces is helpful if it would be cumbersome to construct a metric on
a given space. For our purposes E will have the form of a countable disjoint
union of copies of open subsets of R  or R which is clearly an lcscH space.
We now introduce a topology on McpEq.
Definition 4.7 (The Vague Topology). Let E be an lcscH space. We say that
a sequence pµnqnPN  McpEq converges vaguely to µ PMcpEq if and only
if, for any functions f P CcpEq (continuous mapping E Ñ R with compact
support), we have »
f dµn Ñ
»
f dµ as nÑ 8.
In this case we write µn
v
Ñ µ. The induced topology on McpEq is called the
vague topology.
Definition 4.8. A subset U  BpEq is called separating if for any compact
set K and any open set G with K  G there is a U P U with K  U  G.
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The following proposition gives some important examples of separating sets.
Proposition 4.9.
1. Let E  Rd with d P N  and U the set of all disjoint finite unions of
half open, bounded rectangles of the form pa, bs. Then U is separating.
2. Let F  E be a subset equipped with the induced topology. Then the
compact sets in F are precisely the compact sets in E which are contained
in F .
3. Let O  E be an open subspace and O locally compact. Given a
separating set U with respect to E the set
UO : tU P U |U  O compactu
is separating with respect to O.
4. Let C  E be a closed subspace. Given a separating set U with respect
to E the set
UC : tU X C|U P Uu
is separating with respect to C.
5. Let E  R  F  F8 with F an at most countable, discrete set and
F8  F Y t8u the one-point compactification of F if F is infinite and
F8  F if F is finite. Let U be the set of all finite, disjoint unions of
sets of the form pa, bs F p1qF p2q  RF F8 with a   b, F p1q  F
finite and F p2q  F8 compact. Then U is separating.
Proof.
1. Let C  U  E with C compact and U open. Let x P C. Since U is
open we can find an open rectangle set pax, bxq such that x P pax, bxq
and pax, bxs  U . Since C is compact and tpax, bxq|x P Cu is an open
cover of C we can find an n P N and xk P K for k P rns such that




paxk , bxks  U.
Since half open rectangles in Rd form a semiring we can refine the
collection of rectangles to a disjoint collection.
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2. Let K  F be a compact set in F . Any cover tOiuiPI of K with open sets
(in E) Oi  E yields an open cover with open sets (in F ) Oi X F  F
which has a finite subcover pOin XF q
m
n1 in F . Then pOinq
m
n1 is a finite
subcover in E. Thus we have that any compact set in the subspace F
is also a compact set in E.
Now let K  E be compact (in E) and K  F . Let pOi X F qiPI be
an open cover of K in F such that Oi  E is open for all i P I. Thus
pOiqiPI is an open cover of K in E and has a finite subcover pOinq
m
n1.
But since K  F we have that pOin X F q
m
n1 is a finite subcover in F .
Thus K is compact in F .
3. Let K  G  O with K compact and G open in O. By the previous
part K is also compact in E and since O is open G is open in E. We
could now already separate K and G in E but we want the additional
condition that the separating set has a compact closure. We first note
that since O is locally compact we can find an open set H  G with
K  H and H  O compact. To construct H in detail we use local
compactness to find for any given x P K a neighborhood Bx  G with
Bx  O compact. The Bx yield an open cover of K and thus we can
find a finite subcover. Since the union of finitely many compact sets
is again compact this subcover has the desired property. Since U is
separating in E we can find a U P U such that K  U  H  G. Due
to U  H  O and compactness of H we have U compact and thus
U P UO.
4. Let K  O  C with K compact (in C) and O open (in C). Due to 2.
C is compact as a subset of E. Moreover, since O  C is open there
exists Ô  E open with O  Ô X C. Thus we have K  O  Ô  E
with K compact in E and Ô open in E. Since U is separating for E
there exists U P U with
K  U  Ô and thus K X C  U X C  Ô X C.
Since K X C  K and Ô X C  O this shows the claim.
5. Let F be finite with cardinality n P N . The topological space RF 
FF8 is coordinatewise isomorphic to
E : R rns  rns  R3.
Furthermore E is a closed subspace of R3. Thus we can apply 1. together
with 4. to conclude that finite disjoint unions of bounded rectangle sets
in R3 intersected with E are a separating system for E.
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Now, let F be infinite. The topological space RF F8 is coordinate-
wise isomorphic to
E : R N   pt1{n|n P N u Y t0uq  R3.
Furthermore E is a closed subspace of R3. Thus we can apply 1. together
with 4. to conclude that finite disjoint unions of bounded rectangle sets
in R3 intersected with E are a separating system for E. Note that for
a   b P R the set pa, bs X pt1{n|n P N u Y t0uq is always compact and
the set pa, bs X N  is always finite. Thus the intersections of rectangles
with R3 produces exactly sets of the claimed form.
Theorem 4.10 (Some Basic Facts about the Vague Topology). Let E be an
lcscH space.
1. McpEq endowed with the vague topology is a Polish space. This means




Ñ µ if and only if for all B  E relatively compact with µpBBq  0
we have µnpBq Ñ µpBq.
3. The space of integer valued measures on E that are finite on compact
sets is a closed subspace of McpEq.
4. Let µn
v




for all bounded, measurable f which are µ-almost everywhere continuous
and have compact support.
5. Let E  R  and let µn, µ be measures in McpR q with measure
generating functions Fn, F with Fnp0q  0  F p0q. The convergence of
Fnptq Ñ F ptq for all t P R  at which F is continuous is equivalent to
µn
v
Ñ µ in McpR q.
Proof.
1. This is part of Theorem A 2.3 in [16]. Note that in particular E itself
is a Polish space. Using this we can choose a metric d on E for which
pE, dq is separable and complete.
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2. This is also part of Theorem A 2.3 in [16]. Technically, only one direction
is stated in the theorem so alternatively consider Theorem 14.16 in [16]
which shows it for the more general case of random measures.
3. Let µn Ñ µ with µn integer valued measures. By the previous claim we
have µnpBq Ñ µpBq for all B  E relatively compact with µpBBq  0.
Furthermore we have µnpBq P N0 for all n P N  and thus µpBq P N0.
Let C  E be relatively compact with µpBCq  0. We now use Dynkin’s
π-λ-Theorem to conclude that the restricted measure µ|C has to be
integer valued on all measurable sets. Consider the system
D : tB P BpCq|µpBq P N0u.
we show that D is a Dynkin system over C:
• Since C is relatively compact with µpBCq  0 we have already
shown µpCq P N0 and thus C P D .
• Let A P D . Then µpCzAq  µpCq  µpAq P Z. Now µpCzAq ¥ 0
implies CzA P D .









µpAnq P N0 Y t8u.
But due to µpCq   8 the above sum has to converge and we get¤
nPN 
An P D .
Thus D is a Dynkin system. We have already seen that all relatively
compact subsets B  C with µpBBq  0 are contained in C. By 2. of
4.5 these sets are a π-system generating BpCq. We apply Dynkin’s
π-λ-Theorem to conclude D  BpCq and thus µ|CpBq P N0 for all
B P BpCq. To extend this result to E we apply 3. of 4.5 to find
a sequence Cn of compact sets with µpBCnq  0 such that Cn Õ E.
We have for every measurable set B P BpEq by the continuity of the
measure µ from below:
µpBq  lim
nÑ8
µpB X Cnq  µ|CnpB X Cnq P N0 Y t8u.
Thus µ is an integer valued measure on E.
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4. This follows analogously to the proof in case of weak convergence of
probability measures. Let f : E Ñ R bounded, measurable with compact
support C and Nf  C its set of discontinuities. By assumption we
have µpNf q  0. For now we consider the case µpBCq  0. We start
by restricting f to C. It suffices to show convergence for the restricted
function. Let ε ¡ 0. Since f is bounded we can find l P N and a
finite sequence a0 ¤ . . . ¤ al with a0   infxPC fpxq ¤ supxPC fpxq   ak
and |ak  ak1| ¤ ε for k P t1, . . . , lu. Furthermore since the sets
f1ptauq  C are disjoint for a P R we can choose the ak such that
µpf1ptakuqq  0 for all k P t0, . . . , lu. We now define fεpxq : ak for
x P C with fpxq P pak1, aks. Note that
Bµpf1ppak1, aksq  f
1ptak1, akuq YNf


























|fε  f | dµn  
»

















We conclude the claim for εÑ 0.
It is left to show that it suffices to consider C with µpBCq  0. Since E
is locally compact we have that the ε-extension Cε : tx P E|dpx,Cq ¤
εu is compact for ε sufficiently small. Furthermore, the boundaries
BCε  tx P E|dpx,Cq  εu are disjoint for different ε. Thus there exists
an ε ¡ 0 sufficiently small with Cε compact and µpBCεq  0.
5. The pointwise convergence of measure generating functions in case of
vague convergence of the measures is a direct consequence of 2.
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Now we show that convergence of the measure generating functions
implies vague convergence of the measures. We have for s ¤ t with s, t










We use a standard approximation argument to show convergence of
integrals over continuous functions with compact support. Consider
f P CcpR q supported on a compact set r0, T s with µptT uq  0. Since
f is uniformly continuous we can approximate it uniformly with a
sequence fk Ñ f where fk is piecewise constant on intervals for which




fk dµ for nÑ 8.
The argument is from now on a similar approximation to the previous
part of the proof. Let ε ¡ 0 and k P N be large enough such that




















|f  fk| dµ
¤ lim sup
nÑ8
















 2εp2F pT q  2F p0qq.
For εÑ 0 this yields the claim.
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4.2 Convergence of Integer Valued Random
Measures
We will need conditions for weak convergence of integer valued random
measures with respect to the vague topology. This section will show this
convergence using the results of Kallenberg [16] about weak convergence in the
vague topology. At the end of this section we will also present an alternative
approach for showing the convergence using more modern techniques involving
Wasserstein metrics.
Definition 4.11. Let µ PMcpEq be an integer valued random measure on
an lcscH space E. This means that µpBq P N0Yt8u for all B P BpEq almost
surely. Note that µ is necessarily almost surely atomic. We call µ simple if
and only if
PpEach atom of µ has mass 1q  1.
Theorem 4.12 (Convergence of Integer Valued Random Measures). Let
pµnqnPN McpEq be a sequence of integer valued random measures on E and
µ PMcpEq a simple integer valued random measure. Let for a separating set
U :
1. limnÑ8 PpµnpUq  0q  PpµpUq  0q for all U P U .
2. lim supnÑ8 EpµnpKqq ¤ EpµpKqq   8 for all K  E compact.
Then µn Ñ µ weakly with respect to the vague topology on McpEq.
Proof. This is Proposition 14.17 in [16].
It is well known that a Binomial distribution Binpn, pq for n Ñ 8 and
npÑ λ ¥ 0 converges weakly to a Poisson distribution Poispλq. This result is
sometimes called the law of small numbers. The above results allow us to show
a similar result for random measures. Instead of the Binomial distribution we
consider so called Bernoulli processes and the Poisson distribution is replaces
with a Poisson point process.
Proposition 4.13. Let pcnqnPN be a sequence of positive real numbers with
cn Ñ 0 for n Ñ 8. For n P N let pn P r0, 1s such that pn{cn Ñ λ ¥ 0 for
nÑ 8. Let pB
pmq
n qmPZ be an i.i.d. sequence of Binp1, pnq distributed random






Then µn Ñ µ weakly, where µ is the Poisson point process on R with constant
intensity λ.
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Proof. We check the conditions in Theorem 4.12. Since the intensity measure
given by the constant density t ÞÑ λ is continuous we have that the Poisson
point process µ almost surely has only atoms of mass 1. Let U be the set of
finite, disjoint unions of half open intervals in R. We have seen in Proposition
4.9 that U is indeed separating.





Bpmqn  Binptb{cnu ta{cnu, pnq
Now the law of small numbers implies µnppa, bsq Ñ Poispλpb  aqq
weakly and in particular limnÑ8 Ppµnppa, bsq  0q  Ppµppa, bsq  0q.
We can then use independence of µn over disjoint sets (since the B
pmq
n
are independent over m) and independence of the Poisson point process
over disjoint sets to extend the result to disjoint unions of half-open
intervals.
2. Let K  R be compact and ε ¡ 0. Due to the continuity of the Lebesgue
measure Volpq from above and using compactness of K we can find a





Volppak, bkqq ¤ VolpKq   ε.
We have already seen in the first part that
µnppak, bkqq Ñ Poispλpbk  akqq weakly for nÑ 8.
In fact, the convergence also holds for the expectations. Thus we have
lim sup
nÑ8













¤ λpVolpKq   εq  EpµpKqq   λε.
Letting ε Ñ 0 yields lim supnÑ8 EpµnpKqq ¤ EpµpKqq. Thus the
assumptions of Theorem 4.12 are fulfilled and the calim follows.
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In the above proposition we assume that the possible locations for atoms of
µn are on an equidistant lattice with mesh size cn. (In other words we rescale
time with a global factor 1{cn). We can even generalize this to allow for non-
equidistant meshes. Furthermore in the above proposition the probabilities
pn attached to each point in the mesh did not depend on the location of the
point resulting in a time-homogeneous situation. We also want to generalize
this to allow for time-inhomogeneous setups. We first need some notation.
Definition 4.14. For n P N let Apnq : ZÑ R, z ÞÑ Apnqz be a strictly increasing
map such that A
pnq
z Ñ 8 for z Ñ 8. We may also refer to this map as
a mesh in R. Define cn,z : Apnqz  Apnqz1 ¡ 0 the mesh size. Let p
pnq
z P r0, 1s
for n P N, z P Z. Consider an independent (in z P Z) sequence of Binp1, ppnqz q
distributed random variables pB
pnq











We call νpnq the intensity measure or expectation measure of µpnq. Note that












We start by showing some general result for the above objects.








z P ps, tsu.
Now let O  R be an open set. Assume that νpnq|O
v
Ñ ν PMcpOq for n Ñ 8




























by contradiction. If the convergence does not hold, then there exists an ε ¡ 0
and a subsequence pnkqkPN and for each k a zk P Z with Apnkqzk P ps, ts such that
p
pnkq
zk ¡ ε for all k P N. Since A
pnq
zk P rs, ts for all n P N we can choose a further
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subsequence such that A
pnkq
zk converges to some u P rs, ts for k Ñ 8. Note that
u P rs, ts  O with O open. Thus we find δ ¡ 0 such that ru δ, u  δs  O.
For large k the set rA
pnkq
zk  δ{2, A
pnkq
zk   δ{2s is contained in pu δ, u  δq and
p
pnkq
zk ¡ ε for all k P N . Thus we get for k Ñ 8:
ε   ppnkqzk ¤ ν
pnkq
 









pu  δ, u   δq

¡ ε for all δ ¡ 0 and thus νptuuq ¥ ε ¡ 0,
which is a contradiction to the continuity of ν.
We can now show the generalization of Proposition 4.13 for a possibly time-
inhomogeneous time-rescaling and time-inhomogeneous probabilities.
Proposition 4.16. We consider the situation of Lemma 4.15 and thus in
particular of Definition 4.14. Let µ be a Poisson point process on O with
intensity measure ν.
Then we have µpnq Ñ µ weakly in the vague topology.
Proof. Since ν is a continuous measure we have
PpEach atom of µ has mass 1q  1.
Hence it suffices to check the conditions of Theorem 4.12. Our separating set
will be the set of all disjoint finite unions of half open intervals which closures
are contained in O. Note that due to the results in Proposition 4.9 this set is
indeed separating. We proceed showing the remaining conditions of Theorem
4.12.
1. It suffices to conclude the convergence of the probabilities for half open
intervals U : ps, ts  O since both the random measures µn and the
random measure µ are independent over disjoint intervals and thus
equality for half open intervals yields equality for finite disjoint unions











We already know from Lemma 4.15 that the probabilities 1  p
pnq
z in
the product converge to 1 for nÑ 8 uniformly in z. In particular we
have for large n that all the probabilities are positive. Thus applying
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the mean value theorem to d
dx



































for some value ξ
pnq
z P r1 p
pnq
z , 1s. As noted before Lemma 4.15 yields
p
pnq
z Ñ 0 uniformly in z for n Ñ 8 and thus 1{ξ
pnq
z Ñ 1 uniformly in
z for n Ñ 8. Furthermore, we have due to EpBpnqz q  ppnqz and 2. of

























Ñ νpps, tsq for nÑ 8.

















2. Let C  O be compact and consider the Euclidean metric d on O. Also,
let ε ¡ 0. We can find δ ¡ 0 such that
Cδ : tx P O  E8|dpx,Cq   δu
is relatively compact with νpBCδq  0 such that νpCδq  νpCq   ε (for
the last step we use the contiuity of the measure ν from above). We
have, since νn
v








δq  νpCδq ¤ νpCq   ε.
Now we letting εÑ 0 shows the second condition of Theorem 4.12.
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Remark 4.17.
1. Note that the vague convergence of the measures νpnq
v










for all rs, ts  O. To show vague convergence here we can use the same
approximation argument as in the proof of 5. in Theorem 4.10 on each
connected component of O. This suffices since every compact set C  O
is only contained in finitely many of the connected components of O.
(The connected components form an open cover of C.) Moreover, it
even suffices to check the convergence for rs, ts  O with s, t P Q by
using monotonicity of the measures νpnq, ν and continuity of ν.
2. Note that we consider open subsets of R which is not the same as
starting with R and then restricting to an open subset. Notably the
limiting measure ν does not need to be finite on bounded subsets of
O but it has to be finite on compact subsets of O as a limit in the
vague topology. If we consider closed subspaces this problem does
not occur since vague convergence of measures on a closed subspace
is equivalent to vague convergence of the measures extended to the
original space (by setting them equal to zero on the complement of the
open subspace). Thus it is not necessary to restrict to closed subsets
(or here in general intersections of open and closed subsets of R). This
is in particular noteworthy since we will later consider R  instead of R
and open subspaces of R .
We now want to generalize the previous result to a discrete, spatial situation.
First we need to extend Definition 4.14 to a spatial situation.
Definition 4.18. Let E be a countable set and let E8 : E Y t8u be
the one-point compactification of E if E is infinite and equal E if E is
finite. For n P N0 and x P E consider a mesh pApnqz,xqzPZ in R as defined in
Definition 4.14. For n P N0, z P Z and x P E let Xpnqz,x be E valued random
variables independent in z. Define for z P Z and x, y P E the probability
p
pnq


















Furthermore, we define the intensity measure (or expectation measure) νpnq
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Analogous to the nonspatial case we have for s   t:
νpnq
 






ps, ts  txu  tyu
	
.
Proposition 4.19. Consider the situation of Definition 4.18. Let O  RE
be open. Let ν
pnq
|OE8
Ñ ν in the vague topology for measures on O  E8
with ν PMcpO  E8q continuous. Then µn Ñ µ weakly with respect to the
vague topology, where µ is the Poisson point process on OE8 with intensity
measure ν. In particular we have νpO  t8uq  0.
Proof. We show that the assumptions of Theorem 4.12 are fulfilled. Let
x  y P E. Since its intensity measure ν is continuous the Poisson point
process ν is simple.
1. Let Ox : tt P R|pt, xq P Ou be the x-fiber of O for a given x P E. Since
O was open in RE we have that Ox is an open subset of R. We use 5.













with n P N, t0 ¤    ¤ tn, F p1q  E finite, F p2qk  E8 yield a separating
class in O  E8. Note that µnpR E  t8uq  0 by definition. Since
µ is independent over disjoint sets and µn is independent over disjoint
sets in time and the first space component (the X
pnq
z,x are independent







 F for a   b, x P E, F  Eztxu. We
can now define the random measure µ̃n on Ox induced by the projection 
Ox txu

F Ñ Ox applied to µn and analogously we define µ̃ as the
measure induced by µ in this manner. Furthermore, we note that the
intensity measures ν̃pnq and ν̃ of these Bernoulli processes are also the
measures induced by the projection and the intensity measures of µn
and µ.















qzPZ is an independent family of














Ñ ν we have for C  O compact for nÑ 8 (using 2. of
Theorem 4.10):
ν̃pnqpCq  νpnqpC  txu  F q Ñ νpC  txu  F q  ν̃pCq.
Hence, the intensity measures of µ̃n also converges vaguely to the
intensity measure of µ̃. Thus, we can use our nonspatial result in
Proposition 4.16 to get µ̃n Ñ µ̃ weakly in the vague topology where µ̃
is a Poisson point process on Ox with intensity measure ν̃. In particular








 F q  0q
 Ppµ̃nppa, bsq  0q







 F q  0q.
2. The argument is analogous to the nonspatial case. Let C  O  E8 be
compact and choose a suitable metric d on O  E8. Let ε ¡ 0. We use
continuity from above of ν to find δ ¡ 0 such that
Cδ : tx P O  E8| dpx,Cq   δu
is relatively compact with νpBCδq  0 and νpCδq  νpCq   ε. We have
since νn
v








δq  νpCδq ¤ νpCq   ε.
Letting εÑ 0 shows the second condition of Theorem 4.12.
Using the previous proposition we can show weak convergence of integer
valued random measures in good situtations by showing vague convergence
of their intensity measures. The following proposition will show that if we
consider two sequences of intensity measures which describe independent
events and which converge vaguely then the sequence of intensity measures
which describes the simultaneous occurence of the two events will converge
to zero. In other words independent events can not occur simultaneously in
the limit.
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2 qnPN on R  E  E8 as in Definition 4.18 using the same mesh
pA
pnq





































Let O  R  E be open and restrict the measures to O  E8. If there are
ν1, ν2 PMcpO  E8q continuous, such that νpnq1 Ñ ν1 as well as ν
pnq
2 Ñ ν2 in
the vague topology, then ν
pnq
3 Ñ 0 in the vague topology.














2 have both an atom will have the intensity measure
ν
pnq
3 . In the case of vague convergence of intensity measures this Bernoulli
process will converge to 0 weakly with respect to the vague topology.
Proof. Let x P E and F  E8. Consider the set Ox : tu P R|pu, xq P Ou
and let rs, ts  Ox be a compact interval. It holds:
ν
pnq






















2 pps, ts  txu  F q.
where we set




Apnqz,x P ps, ts
+
.
Applying Lemma 4.15 to the measure (on the open set Ox  R) given by
B ÞÑ ν
pnq
1 pB  txu  E8q we get p
pnq
maxpps, tsq Ñ 0 for n Ñ 8 and using the





2 pps, ts  txu  F q Ñ ν2pps, ts  txu  F q   8.
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Thus we have for nÑ 8:
ν
pnq
3 pps, ts  txu  F q Ñ 0. (4.6)
Let C  OE8 be compact. By 5. of Proposition 4.9 we can separate C and
O with a finite union of sets of the type ps, ts  txu  F q. Thus (4.6) implies
ν
pnq
3 pCq Ñ 0 for all C compact (which implies the same for all relatively




Ñ 0 using 2. of Theorem 4.10.
We will now give an alternative proof for Proposition 4.19 using Wasserstein
metrics which was suggested to us by Dominic Schumacher. We start by
restricting our point processes and their intensity measures to a compact
set C  F  E8  O  E8 with F  E finite. Furthermore since the point
processes are independent on disjoint time intervals and since C is contained
in finitely many connected components of O we can assume without loss of
generality C  ra, bs  O with a, b not equal to A
pnq
z,x for all z P Z, x P E,
n P N. Our goal is to show weak convergence of the integer valued random
measures µn Ñ µ restricted to ra, bs  F  E8 with respect to the weak
topology. We start by considering the Wasserstein metrics d2 and d2. Since
the definitions of d2 and d2 are a bit lengthy and we do not actually utilise the
definitions in our arguments we will only provide a reference where the metrics
are defined (see [26]). It holds d2 ¤ d2 and d2 metricizes weak convergence
(see Proposition 2.3. (ii) and (iii) in [26]). We consider the Bernoulli process
µn with intensity measure νn and the Poisson point process µ with intensity
measure ν as given in Definition 4.18. Furthermore let µ̂n be a Poisson point
process with intensity measure νn. We have
d2pµn, µq ¤ d2pµn, µ̂nq   d2pµ̂n, µq ¤ d2pµn, µ̂nq   d2pµ̂n, µq. (4.7)
For the first summand we want to apply Theorem 10.F in [1]. We first need
some notation, we set:
α : pApnqz,x, x, yq P ra, bs  F  E8, Iα : 1tXpnqz,xyu, pα : EpIαq.
We define the index sets
Γ : tα|x P F, y P E8ztxu, z P Z with Apnqz,x P ra, bsu
and















pnz,x,w, ZαIα  0.
Proposition 4.21. We can estimate the d2 distance between the Bernoulli






2   pαEpZαq   EpIαZαq

. (4.8)
Proof. This is a consequence of Theorem 10.F in [1]. Note that our right-hand
side is essentially the first summand in the right-hand side of the Theorem.
Also, the ηα which show up in the second summand in the Theorem are
equal zero since Iα is independent of tIβ|β P Γ
w
αu. Furthermore since the
intensity measures of µn and µ̂n coincide the last summand in the Theorem
also vanishes. Furthermore, we can estimate the coefficient in front of the




z,xu  txu  tyuq
and






















2νnpra, bs  F  E8qq.
The maximum over the probabilities converges to zero due to Lemma 4.15
and due to continuity of ν the second factor converges to νpra, bs  F  E8q.
Thus the the right hand side of (4.8) and therefore the right hand side of
(4.7) converges to zero. For the second summand we first note that due to
independence in a Poisson point process we can further restrict to the set
ra, bs  txu  tyu for given x P E and y P E8ztxu. In that case the Poisson
point processes can be interpreted as Poisson point processes µ̂n and µ on
ra, bs and their intensity measures νn and ν yield measure generating functions
Fn and F on ra, bs with Fnpaq  0  F paq.
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Proposition 4.22. We can estimate the d2 distance between the Poisson




|Fnpsq  F psq| ds  |Fnpbq  F pbq|. (4.9)
Proof. This is Lemma B.1. in [25].
Due to νn
v
Ñ ν and using 5. of Theorem 4.10 we get Fnpsq Ñ F psq for nÑ 8
for all s P ra, bs. Together with dominated convergence this implies that the
right-hand side of (4.9) converges to zero and thus the second summand on
the right-hand side in (4.7) converges to zero. This implies weak convergence
with respect to the weak topology. Since weak convergence implies vague
convergence and since it suffices to check vague convergence on arbitrarily large
compact sets (using 2. of Theorem 4.10) we can conclude vague convergence
on the whole space.
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Chapter 5
The Graphical Representation
and the Tracking Map
5.1 The Space of Graphical Representations
Definition 5.1 (The Space of Graphical Representations). Let E be a
countable set and S  R   E an open set. Let E8  E Y t8u the
one-point compactification if E is infinite and E8  E if E is finite. Also, let
ST : S X r0, T s  E for T ¥ 0. We define REP (short for representation) to
be the space of all N0 X t8u valued measures on S  E8 which are finite on





with n P N0 Y t8u, ptj, xjq P S and yj P E8 for j P rns. We call η P REP a
graphical representation on E with admissible states S. For pt, x, yq P S E8
such that η has an atom at pt, x, yq we say that there is an arrow pointing
from x to y at time t. As the name suggests, we represent these atoms
indeed as arrows in a diagram. Figure 5.1 shows an example for a graphical
representation with E  t1, 2, 3, 4, 5, 6u. The horizontal lines in the diagram
represent the set S  R  E (which is why there are sometimes holes in the
horizontal lines) and the arrows represent atoms of η.
Analogously, we define REPT as the space of integer valued measures on
ST  E8 which are finite on compact sets. We define REP
  REP as the
integer valued measures for which no two arrows happen at the same time and
REPT  REPT as the integer valued measures which do not feature arrows
at the time T and for which no two arrows happen at the same time. Note






Figure 5.1: A graphical representation for a finite space E consisting of 6
elements
that the graphical representation in Figure 5.1 also corresponds to a measure
in η P REPT .
We now want to define a topology on REP. It turns out that we just need
the concept of vague convergence of measures that are finite on compact sets.
Definition 5.2 (The Topology on the Space of Graphical Representations).
We choose the topology on REP McpS  E8q to be induced by the vague
topology. Due to Theorem 4.10 and since S  E8 is a Polish space we have
thatMcpSE8q is Polish and REF is a closed subspace and thus also Polish.
We define the topology on REPT analogously.
5.2 Tracking a Graphical Representation
Given a graphical representation we can define a process by tracking along
the arrows of the representation.
Definition 5.3 (The Tracking Process). Let E be a countable set and
S  R   E open. Let B R E be a graveyard state and η P REP a graphical
representation on E with admissible states S with almost surely no arrows
pointing to 8. For a starting point x P E we define a map
Φpxq  Φ: REP Ñ pE Y tBuqR  , η ÞÑ pt ÞÑ xptqq.







Figure 5.2: The tracking process applied to Figure 5.1 started at x at time 0
We define t ÞÑ xptq as a piecewise constant map with jumptimes T0, T1, . . .
using the following recursion:
1. Set xp0q  x and T0  0.
2. If for n P N0 Tn P R  is defined and xpTnq  y P E set Tn 1 as the
infimum over all times t ¡ Tn where arrows point out of y in the
graphical representation or the times with pt, yq R S and set xptq  y
for t P rTn, Tn 1q.
3. If pTn 1, xpTnqq R S set xptq  B for all t ¥ Tn 1.
4. If Tn 1  Tn set xptq  B for all t ¡ Tn.
5. If Tn 1 ¡ Tn but the infimum is not uniquely given by one arrow (either
by it not being attained or by there being multiple arrows at the same
time) set xptq  B for all t ¥ Tn 1.
6. If Tn 1 ¡ Tn and there exists a unique first arrow out of y, let z be the
site to which the arrow points and set xpTn 1q  z. Then go back to
step 2.
7. If Steps 3 to 5 never occur but we have τ : supnPN Tn   8 set xptq  B
for t ¥ τ .
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We call the function t ÞÑ xptq the tracking process of the graphical representa-
tion η started in x. For a given ps, xq P S we can generalize this procedure by
shifting the graphical representation by s along the time axis and shifting
the resulting process by s along time. This allows us to also define the tracking
process rs,8q Ñ E Y tBu for the starting condition xpsq  x.
The case that we reach B via step 7. is called an explosion and τ the
explosion time. If for any admissible starting point ps, xq P S the tracking
process can only reach B via explosion we call the graphical representation




rTn, Tn 1s  txpTnqu  R   pE Y tBuq
the track of η started in x.
For the case E  t1, 2, 3, 4, 5, 6u and for the starting condition xp0q  x
we visualized the tracking procedure applied to the graphical representation
shown in Figure 5.1 with the red line in Figure 5.2. In fact the (horizontal
parts of the) red line are the track of η started in x. In this particular example
we can see that the tracking process will be in state y at time T (xpT q  y).
Furthermore, the graphical representation featured in this example is not
proper, since it is possible to choose a starting point ps, xq P S right before a
hole in the horizontal line corresponding to x such that there will not be an
arrow out of x before the tracking process reaches the hole. In fact the only
way how a graphical representation featuring such holes can be proper is, if
arrows cluster to the left of any hole.
Let T ¡ 0. We also define ΨT : REPT Ñ pE Y tBuq
r0,T s as the restriction
of Ψ to REPT (alternatively due to construction we could also use the above
construction just up to time T ). We also define TrT : TrXr0, T spEYtBuq.
We need some notation for upcoming function spaces.
Notation 5.4. Let E be a topological space and T ¥ 0. We use the following
notations:
1. We write DEpr0,8qq for the set of all càdlàg functions f : r0,8q Ñ E.
This means that for all strictly increasing sequences pxnqnPN  in r0,8q
with xn Õ x P r0,8q the sequence pfpxnqqnPN  converges to some limit
fpxq P E and for all decreasing sequences pxnqnPN  in r0,8q with
xn × x P r0,8q we have fpxnq Ñ fpxq in E.
2. We endow DEpr0,8qq with the Skorohod topology as defined by Ethier
and Kurtz [8].
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3. We write DEpr0, T sq for the set of all càdlàg functions f : r0, T s Ñ E
which do not have a jump at time T .
4. We endow DEpr0, T sq with the Skorohod topology induced by the inclu-
sion map ι : DEpr0, T sq Ñ DEpr0,8qq which maps f P DEpr0, T sq to its
constant extension to r0,8q.
5. We write CEpr0,8qq for the set of all continuous functions f : r0,8q Ñ
E.
6. We endow CEpr0,8qq with the topology induced by uniform convergence
on compact subsets of r0,8q.
Proposition 5.5. Let T ¡ 0, x P E. Consider a sequence of graphical
representations pηnqnPN   REPT and η P Ψ
1
T pDEpr0, T sqq with ηn Ñ η for
n Ñ 8 in the vague topology. Then ΨT pηnq P DEpr0, T sq for n sufficiently
large and ΨT pηnq Ñ ΨT pηq in the Skorohod topology on DEpr0, T sq. Let
t P r0, T s, then the mapping
ft : REP

T Ñ E Y tBu η ÞÑ ΨT pηqptq
is measurable.
Proof. Consider the track TrT of η for the starting condition x P E. It helps
to refer to Figure 5.2 for a visualization of the track. Since the tracking
process ψT pηq is a càdlàg function which does not jump at T and does not
visit the graveyard state B we have for pt, yq P TrT that pt, yq P ST . Thus
TrT and S
c
T : r0, T s  EzST are disjoint, compact subsets of r0, T s  E. In
particular TrT and S
c
T have positive distance from another. Thus we can
find an open set A  ST such that TrT  A  A  ST . Note that by 2
of Proposition 4.9 A is a compact subset of ST . by the continuity of the
(integer valued) measure η from above we can choose A small enough such
that ηpAE8q  ηpTrE8q and thus in particular ηpBpAE8qq  0 (note
that by definition this would not be the case for TrT itself). Consider η
restricted to A E. Since ψT pηq P DEpr0, T sq and since all arrows pointing
out of A correspond to jumps of ψpηq the arrows pointing out of A can be
uniquely ordered and there is no arrow at time 0 or at time T . Also, since
ΨT pηqptq  8 for all t P r0, T s there is no arrow pointing out of A to 8. Since
ηn
v
Ñ η and since A E8 is compact and has no mass on the boundary with
respect to η we have in particular weak convergence of the integer valued
measures restricted to A  E. Thus, for n large enough, we will have the
same number of arrows going out of A in ηn as in η. By choosing n even
larger we can assume that the arrows can be ordered and the order coincides
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with the order of the arrows pointing out of A in η. By the same argument
we can also achieve that there is no arrow at time 0 or time T . Furthermore,
since the arrows in η which point out of TrT by definition also point into TrT
and TrT  A with A open we can choose n even larger such that each arrow
in ηn that converges to an arrow in TrT pointing from y to z at some time t
will point into a neighborhood of py, z, tq P TrT which is contained in A. Now
we note that if all these conditions are fulfilled the tracking process for ηn will
visit the same states in the same order as the tracking process for η up to time
T since only the order of arrows matters and we always only consider arrows
going out of A. In particular we never visit the graveyard state B. Thus we
have ΨT pηnq P DEpr0, T sq for n large. To see continuity we now note that
the tracking process of ηn already performs the same jumps as the tracking
process of η and for n Ñ 8 the jump times converge as well. Additionally
there are no jump at times T and 0. This implies that the tracking process
converges in the Skorohod topology. In detail: for n P N  sufficiently large,
we can find a strictly increasing, piecewise linear mapping λn : r0, T s Ñ r0, T s
such that λnp0q  0, λnpT q  T and λn maps the jumptimes of ΨT pηq to
the jumptimes of ΨT pηnq. Thus the Skorohod distance (see (5.2) in [8]) of
the functions is bounded by the maximal, logarithmic distance between the
corresponding jumptimes of ΨT pηq and ΨT pηnq which converges to zero for
nÑ 8. This implies ΨT pηnq Ñ ΨT pηq in the Skorohod topology.
We now show that f is measurable. Let A  E. Since B R A and since
the domain of f is REPT we have that f
1pAq  Ψ1T pDEpr0, T sqq. Let
ρt : DEpr0, T sq Ñ E be the evaluation map ρpxq  xptq. We have shown in
the previous part of the proof that ΨT is continuous on Ψ
1
T pDEpr0, T sqq.
The projection ρt is measurable and ft  ρt ΨT is therefore measurable if
restricted to Ψ1T pDEpr0, T sqq X REP

T . Thus we can conclude that f
1pAq
is a measurable set. In particular we have that f1pEq is a measurable set
and thus f1ptBuq  REPT zf
1pEq is a measurable set as well. Thus we
can conclude measurability of f1pAq for all A  E Y tBu. Therefore f is




In this chapter we will define time-inhomogeneous regular jump processes,
which are a class of time-inhomogeneous Markov chains which can be described
via graphical representations. Later in the chapter we will provide conditions
under which such a process does not explode.
6.1 Definitions and Basic Properties
We will use the following notation:
Notation 6.1. As before let E be a countable discrete space and S be an open
subset of R   E. We define for x P E and t P R :
Tx : ts P R |ps, xq P Su  R , Et : ty P E|pt, yq P Su  E.
Definition 6.2 (Time-Inhomogeneous Regular Jump Process).
For u P R  let Qu  pqu;x,yqx,yPE P REE be a matrix with the following
properties:
1. We have qu;x,y P R  for all x, y P E with x  y. We call qu;x,y the
(infinitesimal) rate of jumps from x to y at time u.
2. The matrix Qu is stable. More precisely qu;x : qu;x,x   8 for Lebesgue
almost all u P Tx.
3. The matrix Qu is conservative. More precisely qu;x 
°
yPEztxu qu;x,y for
all x P E and Lebesgue almost all u P Tx.
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4. qu;x,y  0 if pu, xq R S or pu, yq R S.
5. Let x P E, y  x. The mapping u ÞÑ qu,x,y is measurable on R  and
the mapping u ÞÑ qu,x is integrable on compact subsets of Tx. Also, for
all t P T cx such that there is a sequence ptnqnPN  Tx with tn Õ t we
stipulate » t
tδ
qu;x du  8 for all δ P p0, ts.
We can define a random graphical representation in REP by considering the
Poisson point processes η on R  E E8 with intensity measure ν given by








Given this representation and any ps, xq P S we can now define the tracking
process X : pXtqt¥s started in x at time s as defined in Definition 5.3. We
call X the time-inhomogeneous regular jump process defined by Q. Note
that X will take values in Ẽ : E Y tBu where B is an additional absorbing
graveyard state and that pXt, tq will either be in S or Xt  B. The properties
4. and 5. of Q ensure that the graphical representation is proper. Thus X
can only reach B by explosion. We call S the set of admissible states of X.
Furthermore note that X depends on x and s but we will usually omit this in
the notation for X. Instead, when considering probabilities or expectations,
we will use the notation Pps,xq and Eps,xq if we consider X to be started in
x at time s. Given ps, xq P S and pt, yq P S we define the transition matrix
P ps, tq : ppx,yps, tqqx,yPE given by
px,yps, tq : Pps,xqpXt  yq.
Note that since we did not allow y  B the probabilities may not add up to 1.
In this case there is a positive probability for explosion.
In addition, given a starting time s P R  and an initial distribution
πs  pπs;xqxPE with πs;x  0 if x P E
c
s we define for t ¥ s the subdistribution





Note that πt;x is the probability for the Markov chain X to be in x at time t
if it is started in the distribution πs at time s.
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Proposition 6.3. Consider the situation of Definition 6.2. Then the graph-
ical representation defined by Q is indeed proper. Furthermore, the time-
inhomogeneous regular jump process defined by Q is a strong, right-continuous
(time-inhomogeneous) Markov chain with respect to the filtration pFtqt¥s
where Ft is generated by the random graphical representation restricted to the
time interval rs, ts.
Proof. Since the rate with which arrows point in or out of Sc  E is 0 there
are almost surely no such arrows.
Furthermore since the intensity measures are finite on compact subsets
of S  E8 the points of the Poisson point process almost surely have no
clusterpoints in S  E.
Additionally, since the intensity measures are continuous the arrows in
the graphical representation are almost surely at mutually different times.
Let x P E. Since the rate for arrows to point out of x integrates to infinity
when approaching the boundary of Tx (from the left) we have almost surely
that such arrows cluster to the left of any time t P BTx.
Thus it is almost surely impossible for the process X to reach the graveyard
state in finitely many steps (this corresponds to steps 3 - 5 in Definition
5.3) since there is always either a unique next arrow pointing out of the
current location of X before the time reaches the boundary of Tx or no arrow
pointing out of x after some time s and rs,8q  Tx. Therefore the graphical
representation is almost surely proper.
We now show that X is a time-inhomogeneous Markov chain. Since the
intensity measure of the Poisson point process is continuous we have that
the graphical representation is almost surely in REP. We consider a version
which is surely in REP.
Let T ¥ 0. We have shown in Proposition 6.3 that XT is a measurable
function of the graphical representation up to T and thusXT is FT -measurable.
It is left to show the Markov property.
Let 0 ¤ s ¤ t and x P E. Let η be the graphical representation restricted
to ps, ts E2 and shifted by s to the left. Note that we have that η P REPts
almost surely. For fixed s, t we can again find a version of our representation
such that this holds surely. Furthermore let Ψpxqpηq be the tracking process
which tracks through η and starts at state x. Again by Proposition 6.3 we
have that the map η ÞÑ Ψpxqpηqpt sq is measurable. Since η is independent
from Fs and Xs is Fs-measurable we have:
PpXt  x|Fsq  PpΨpη,Xsqpt sq  x|Fsq
 PpΨpη,Xsqpt sq  x|Xsq  PpXt  x|Xsq.
Thus X is a time-inhomogeneous Markov chain.
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Right continuity of the paths follows directly from the definition of the
tracking map Ψ and the fact that our graphical representation is almost surely
proper. In particular X is càdlàg up to a possible explosion time and constant
after the explosion time.
Let ps, xq P S. Consider a time-inhomogeneous Markov chain X with
Xs  x. Ethier and Kurtz [8] point out that we can always consider the (time-
homogeneous) Markov process pt s,Xt sqtPR  with state space SYpR tBuq.
For our purposes it suffices to show that this Markov process is indeed strongly
Markov and right-continuous. We first note that we can use our graphical
representation to construct this Markov process directly for any starting
condition ps, xq P S. As usual we denote the starting condition as a superscript
in the probabilities and expectations. Since X is right continuous this process
is right continuous as well. Now let k P N, s ¤ s   r1        s   rk and
φ1, . . . , φk bounded, continous functionals on E. Define the mapping
g : s ÞÑ Eps,xqpφ1pXs r1q  . . .  φkpXs rkqq. (6.2)
We want to show right-continuity of g. Note that in (6.2) the expectation
on the right-hand side depends on s in two ways. On one hand there is a
dependence due to the starting condition and on the other hand a dependence
of the times at which X is evaluated inside the expectation. We will show
right-continuity of g by showing that it is continuous in the starting condition
and right-continuous with respect to the evaluation of X. We start by showing
continuity for s   r1  t1, . . . , s   rk  tk fixed. Let ε ¡ 0. We can find a
neighborhood ps  δ, s   δq  Tx of s P Tx such that the probability for an
arrow out of x at any time u P ps δ, s  δq is smaller than ε. But if there is
no arrow pointing out of x at any time in u P ps δ, s  δq the tracking map
produces the same result for any starting condition pu, xq. Thus we have for
all u P ps δ, s  δq:
|Eps,xqpφ1pXt1q. . .φkpXtkqqE
pu,xqpφ1pXt1q. . .φkpXtkqq| ¤ 2 }φ1}. . .}φk} ε.
Here }} denotes the sup-norm of a function. This shows the continuity.
Now we fix the starting condition ps, xq  pt, xq with t   r1. Since
the paths of X are almost surely right-continuous and since the functionals
φ1, . . . , φk are continuous and bounded we can use dominated convergence to
see that the mapping
r0, r1  ts Ñ R, s ÞÑ Ept,xqpφ1pXs r1q  . . .  φkpXs rkqq
is right-continuous. Thus g is also right-continuous. We now show the strong
Markov property of pt  s,Xt sqtPR  . The strategy is analogous to the case
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for Feller processes (see the proof of Theorem 2.7 in [8]). We first consider a
stopping time τ which only takes countably many values ptnqnPN. We have
for 0 ¤ r1    ¤ rk:








1tτtnuEptn,Xtn qpφ1pXr1q  . . .  φkpXrkqq
 Epτ,Xτ qpφ1pXr1q  . . .  φkpXrkqq.
Now let τ be an arbitrary almost surely finite stopping time. We can approx-
imate τ from above by a sequence of stopping times τn × τ where τn only
takes countably many values. Thus we have
Eps,xqpφ1pXτn r1q  . . .  φkpXτn rkq|Fτnq  E
pτn,Xτn qpφ1pXr1q  . . .  φkpXrkqq.
Now we use right continuity of the paths to conclude pτn, Xτnq Ñ pτ,Xτ q
almost surely. Thus using dominated convergence on the left hand side and
the shown right-continuity on the right hand side (and the fact that E is
discrete) as well as Fτ  Fτn we get
Eps,xqpφ1pXτ r1q  . . .  φkpXτ rkq|Fτ q  E
pτ,Xτ qpφ1pXr1q  . . .  φkpXrkqq.
Using the monotone class theorem we can lift this property to bounded
measurable functionals of the whole path. Going back to the Markov chain
X we can now conclude that it too has to be strongly Markov.
Our first goal is to show Kolmogorov’s backwards equation for P . Since we
weill work with the concept of absolute continuity and weak differentials we
give a short definition.
Definition 6.4. Let A  R be an arbitrary subset and f : AÑ R. We call
f absolutely continuous on A, if there exists a so called weak differential
g : AÑ R, which is integrable on compact subsets of A, such that we have
for any rs, ts  A:




Remark 6.5. It is commonly known in measure theory that absolute continuity
on A  rs, ts can be represented using an ε-δ-criterion in the following way.
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f : rs, ts Ñ R is absolutely continuous if and only if for any ε ¡ 0 there exists
a δ ¡ 0 such that for any collection s ¤ x1 ¤ y1 ¤    ¤ xk ¤ yk ¤ t with
ķ
j1




|fpyjq  fpxjq| ¤ δ.
Furthermore, the main theorem of calculus implies that if f is absolutely
continuous on an open set O  R then f is Lebesgue almost everywhere
differentiable (in the sense of classical calculus) and the differential coincides
Lebesgue almost everywhere with the weak differential.
Lemma 6.6. Consider the situation of Definition 6.2. Let ps, xq P S as well
as y P Eztxu. Let τy be the first time after s for which there is an arrow
pointing from x to y in the graphical representation. τy is an pFtqt¥s-stopping
time. The times are mutually independent for different y and we have for
distribution function Fy : rs,8q Ñ r0, 1s and density fy of τy:

















Now define τ : infzPEztxu τz, we have for r ¥ s:








and for y P E:













Finally we get for the density of τy on the event that there is at least one
arrow pointing out of x in rs, rs and that the first arrow is pointing to y:










Proof. Let r ¥ 0. The event tτy ¤ s  ru is the same as there being at least
one arrow in the graphical representation pointing from x to y at some time
in ps, s  rs. In particular the event is in Fs r and thus τy is a stopping time.
The independence of the times is a direct consequence of the independence
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of the corresponding Poisson point processes in the graphical representation.
Since the number of arrows pointing from x to y in the time interval rs, s  rs
is Poisson distributed with parameter
³s r
s
qu;x,y du we get the result for Fy
since it is exactly the probability for such a Poisson distribution to take a
value greater than zero.
We now apply the fundamental theorem of calculus to derive the density.
In detail we observe that the function r ÞÑ
³r
s
qu;x,y du is absolutely continuous
on Tx X rs,8q, nondecreasing and that it is infinite for r P T
c
x , r ¥ s. Let
t P ps,8s be given by t : inf T cx X rs,8q. Then Fy is absolutely continuous
on rs, tq with Fyprq Õ 1 for r Õ t and Fyplq  1 for all l ¥ t. Thus
Fy : rs,8q Ñ r0, 1s is an absolutely continuous distribution function. By the
fundamental theorem of calculus we can calculate the Lebesgue density fy by
differentiating Fy which yields the claimed result. To derive the distribution
function of τ we use independence to get for r ¥ s































We use this and get by the strong Markov property:



























With the same argument as for Fy we can show that this function is absolutely
continuous on rs,8q and by the fundamental theorem of calculus g is the
density of τy on the stipulated event.
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We can now use these results to show Kolmogorov’s backwards equation.
Theorem 6.7 (Kolmogorov’s Backwards Equation). Consider the situation
of Definition 6.2 and let ps, xq P S and t ¥ s. The following claims hold:
1. The mapping
hy : rs, ts Ñ r0, 1s, u ÞÑ px,ypu, tq
is absolutely continuous on Tx X rs, ts.






qu;x,z  pz,ypu, tq.
Note that for z P Ecu we have qu;x,z  0 and thus we can set the summand
to be zero even though pz,ypu, tq was not defined for such z.
Proof.
1. Let s ¤ v ¤ w ¤ t and v, w in the same connected component of Tx.
Let τ be the time of the first arrow out of x after time v and τz the first
arrow pointing from x to z after time v. Consider the Markov chain
started in x P E at time v. On the event tτ ¡ wu it will stay in x until
time w and on the event tτ ¤ wu X tτ  τzu it will jump to z P Eztxu
at time τ . Thus we have by the strong Markov property:




Ppv,xqpXt  y, τ ¤ w, τz  τq















We have by Lemma 6.6:
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Thus we get









































































Since u ÞÑ qu;x is integrable on compact subsets of Tx we have that
u ÞÑ px,ypu, tq is absolutely continuous on Tx X rs, ts (see Remark 6.5).
2. Absolute continuity implies differentiability Lebesgue almost everywhere.
Let the function be differentiable at w P rs, ts  Tx. It suffices to
calculate the left-hand differential. We observe that we can apply
Tonelli’s Theorem to exchange sum and integration in the right-hand
side of (6.3). Since u ÞÑ qu;x is integrable on the compact set rs, ts
the the right-hand side is differentiable at v  w and we get by the














6.2 Some Set Theory
As the title may suggest this section is mostly about a general concept we will
need in the following section where we return to analysing time-inhomogeneous
Markov chains. It should be noted that our only application of the results
in this section are 4. of Theorem 6.16 and Theorem 6.18 which treat the
case that E is finite with great generality. The proof of our main result
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(Theorem 3.14) is using Theorem 6.19 instead, which does not require this
section. Hence, a reader who is only interested in the main result may skip
this section.
Consider a property that holds for almost all real numbers in the sense
that it holds for RzA for A closed and countable. Furthermore assume that
we can extend the property over isolated points of A. The goal of this
section is to show that the property holds for all real numbers. (For the
actual mathematical formulation of this see Theorem 6.12.) The concept of
removing isolated points from a set is not new in set theorie. Removing all
isolated points from a set will yield the so called Cantor-Bendixson derivative
and doing so recursively yields the Cantor-Bendixson sequence. Furthermore
it is known that this recursion does terminate. It does so not necessariely
after finitely many steps but at a countable ordinal (see for example the proof
of the Cantor-Bendixson Theorem 4.6 in [14]). In order to avoid using the
set theoretical concept of ordinals we will use an alternative line of proof
which ultimately relies on Zorn’s Lemma instead. We start with a couple of
definitions and lemmas which are already rather well known in set theorie.
We provide proofs for the convenience of the reader nonetheless in particular
to avoid delving deeper than necessary into set theoretical concepts.
Definition 6.8. Let C  R be a subset.
1. We call x P C an isolated point if there exists an ε ¡ 0 such that
px ε, x  εq X C  txu.
2. Let C be a closed set with no isolated points then we call C perfect.
Example 6.9. Here are two examples for perfect sets:
1. Let C  ra, bs  R with a   b, then C is perfect.
2. Let C  r0, 1s be the Cantor set, then C is perfect.
The following lemma corresponds to Theorem 4.5 in [14].
Lemma 6.10 (Perfect Sets are Uncountable). Let C  R be perfect then C
is either empty or uncountable.
Proof. Let C be nonempty then there is a y P C and y can not be isolated.
Thus there has to be a sequence pynqnPN   Cztyu with yn Ñ y. In particular
S can not be finite.
We now show the claim by contradiction. Assume that C is not uncount-
able and not empty then it has to be an infinite, but countable, set. Let
C  pxnqnPN  be an ennumeration of C. We now construct a falling sequence
of closed subsets Cn  C by the following recursion:
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1. To define C1 consider x1 P C. Since x1 is not isolated there is 0   ε1   1
such that C X Annx1pε1{2, ε1q is not empty where for x P R, 0   δ   ε
we define the annulus:
Annxpδ, εq : px ε, x  εqzrx δ, x  δs.
Furthermore, since C is countable we can choose ε1 such that
BAnnx1pε1{2, ε1q X C  H.
We now define C1 : C XAnnx1pε1{2, ε1q. Note that, since the annulus
is an open set, C1 has no isolated points and, since there is no point
of C on the boundary of the annulus, C1 is a closed set. Thus C1 is a
new countable, perfect set with x1 R C1. We can get an ennumeration
px1nqnPN of C1 by removing the elements of CzC1 from our original
enumeration pxnqnPN.
2. Given Ck  C perfect and countable with ennumeration px
k
nqnPN we
apply the same procedure as before. We choose xk1 and an annulus
Annxk1 pεk{2, εkq with εk   1{k such that
Ck 1 : Ck X Annxk1 pεk{2, εkq
is again countably infinite and perfect. We update our ennumeration
pxknqnPN to px
k 1
n qnPN by removing all elements that are not in Ck 1.
This recursion yields a falling sequence of closed sets Ck with diameter 2{k Ñ 0.
Since R is complete there is an x P R in the intersection of all Ck. But by
contruction for any n P N  there is a k P N  with xn R Ck and thus x  xn
for all n P N. Thus we have found an element of C which is not part of the
ennumeration and therefore shown a contradiction.
The first part of the following lemma is the well known intersection theorem
by Cantor (see for example Section 7.8 in [18]). The second part yields a
variation of Cantor’s intersection theorem for totally ordered collections of
compact subsets of a compact, countable set.
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Lemma 6.11 (Cantor’s Intersection Theorem).
1. Let pCkqkPN  be a decreasing sequence of compact subsets of R with
Ck ×H. Then there is a k P N  with Ck  H.
2. Let C  R be compact and at most countable and tCiuiPI a collection of
compact subsets of C (indexed over some index set I) which is totally
ordered with respect to the inclusion. Furthermore let£
iPI
Ci  H.
Then there is an i P I with Ci  H.
Proof.
1. We show this by contradiction. Let for all k P N  Ck be nonempty
and choose xk P Ck. The sequence pxkqkPN   C lives in a compact set
and thus has a convergent subsequence. Without loss of generality we
assume that pxkqkPN  is already convergent to some x P C. Since Ck
contains all xn with n ¥ k we have x P Ck for all k P N . This is a
contradiction to Ck ×H.
2. We want to apply the first part of the lemma and thus we have to find
an actual sequence of Ci which falls to H. We construct this sequence
pCkqkPN  by the following recursion. Note that in the finite setting the
recursion will simply terminate after finitely many steps so we consider a
countably infinite setting. Since C is countable there is an ennumeration
pcnqnPN  of C. We start by choosing some i P I and setting C
1 : Ci.
Let now Ck  C be given for some k P N  with Ck P tCi|i P Iu and
such that tc1, . . . , cku X Ck  H. If ck 1 R C
k we just set Ck 1 : Ck.
Let ck 1 P C
k. Since the intersection over all Ci is empty we can find a
j P I with ck 1 R Cj and since the Ci are totally ordered and ck 1 P C
k
we have Cj  C
k. Now we set Ck 1 : Cj. By construction we have
ck R C
k and thus Ck × H. By the first part of the lemma we have a
k P N  with Ck  H and by construction there is an i P I with Ck  Ci
which shows the claim.
The following theorem corresponds to the concept of applying transfinite
induction to the Cantor-Bendixson sequence (see Theorem 2.14 in [14] for the
concept of transfinite induction over ordinals and the proof of Theorem 4.6
in [14] for the Cantor-Bendixson sequence).
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Theorem 6.12. Let K  R be closed and O  K be open (in K). Let
C  K be closed and countable and set U : OzC. Let  be an equivalence
relation on O with the following properties:
1. If x, y P U are in the same connected component of U then x  y.
2. Let z P O. If there is an ε ¡ 0 with x  y for all x, y P pz  ε, zq then
x  y for all x, y P pz  ε, zs and if there is an ε ¡ 0 with x  y for all
x, y P pz, z   εq then x  y for all x, y P rz, z   εq.
Then x  y for all x, y in the same connected component of O.
Proof. We will show the result using Zorn’s Lemma. Let A be the set of all
countable and closed subsets D  C with the property that for any x, y in
the same connected component of OzD we have x  y. The set A is partially
ordered with respect to the inclusion of sets and by assumption C P A. Zorn’s
Lemma states that if every totally ordered subset of A has a minimal element
then A itself has a minimal element (minimal in the sense that there is no
strictly smaller element in A)






Clearly E is an at most countable and closed subset of C since all these
properties are inherited by intersections. Let x ¤ y be in the same connected
component of OzE. Set C̃i : Ci X rx, ys. Then the set tC̃iuiPI is still totally
ordered and the sets Ci are compact and at most countable subsets of rx, ys.
Furthermore since rx, ys  Ec we have£
iPI
C̃i  E X E
c  H.
Thus by 2. of Lemma 6.11 we can find an i P I with C̃i  H. Therefore
rx, ys  OzCi and hence x  y due to Ci P A.
This shows E P A and E as the intersection over all tCiuiPI is a minimal
element for tCiuiPI .
By Zorn’s Lemma we can now find an F P A minimal. Now we use the
second property of our equivalence relation to show that this minimal element
has no isolated points.
Assume that OzF has an isolated point z P O. Consider F 1 : F ztzu.
Since z was isolated in OzF and since F is closed the set F 1 is still closed.
Thus F 1 is an at most countable and closed subset of C. Let x ¤ y be in
the same connected component of OzF 1. If x, y are in the same connected
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component of OzF then x  y due to F P A. Otherwise we have x ¤ z ¤ y.
If x   z then x has to be in a connected component of OzF neighboring z
on the left and if z   y then y has to be in a connected component of OzF
neighboring z to the right. Otherwise we have x  z or y  z respectively.
In any case we have, by the second assumption for the equivalence relation,
that x  z  y and thus F 1 P A. But since F was minimal this is impossible.
Thus F has no isolated points and is a perfect subset of R. But since F is at
most countable Lemma 6.10 yields F  H P A and the equivalence relation
holds on all connected components of O.
Remark 6.13. Note that stipulating O  K open in K with K closed is
equivalent to O being an intersection of an open and a closed subset of R.
But Theorem 6.12 can indeed be applied to a general subset O. The reason
for this is that we only make statements about connected components of O.
However, any such component U  O will be an open subset of U (the closure
of U in R). Since U was a component of O we have U X O  U . Thus we
can replace K by U and O by U to get the result for each specific connected
component of O.
The following example showcases a possible application of Theorem 6.12 and
also the necessity for C to be countable and closed.
Example 6.14.
1. Let f : RÑ R be càdlàg and let the set C of discontinuities of f be a
closed subset of R . If f is nonincreasing on each connected component
of Cc and if for any jump of f at some x we have fpxq ¤ fpxq then f
is nonincreasing on R. We can show this using Theorem 6.12 by setting
S  O  R and x  y for x   y if and only if fpxq ¥ fpyq. Note that
if f is nonincreasing on pa, bq and on pb, cq and if fpbq ¥ fpbq then
f is nonincreasing on pa, cq. Hence  fulfills the assumptions of the
theorem.
2. Let f : R Ñ r0, 1s be the Cantor function and C the cantor set. The
function f is nonincreasing on connected components of Cc (even con-
stant) and fpxq  fpxq for any x P C. However f is not nonincreasing
on R, in fact it is nondecreasing. Of course the problem is that C is
not countable thus Theorem 6.12 can not be applied.
3. Let f : RÑ R be a càdlàg function with set of discontinuities C  Q and
with fpqq ¤ fpqq for all q P Q. Then, the connected components of Cc
are singletons txu with x P Qc. So trivially f would be nonincreasing
on connected components of Cc but of course f does not have to be
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nonincreasing itself. Here the problem is that C is not closed and thus
Theorem 6.12 can not be applied.
In applications of Theorem 6.12 U is usually given and C  BU is the
boundary of U . Thus we need a way to ensure that the boundary of the open
set U is countable.
Proposition 6.15. Let U  R  be open. Let there be a function f : U Ñ R 
such that:
1. lim supu×t fpuq   8 for all t P BU .
2. lim supuÕt fpuq  8 for all t P BU .
Then the boundary BU is at most countable.
Proof. It suffices to show that the boundary of U X r0, ns is countable for
all n P N . It suffices to consider the case n  1, since the argument for
a general n P N  works analogously. Thus we can assume without loss of
generality U  r0, 1s. We start by showing that BU does not contain a strictly
decreasing sequence. Let x   y   z P BU . Since y P BU but y R U we have
px, yq X U  H or py, zq X U  H. Thus there is an u P U with u P px, zq.
Let y1 P BU be the right boundary of the connected component of U which
contains u. We have y1 ¡ x and due to z R U we also have y1 ¤ z. The second
property of f with t  y1 yields that for any c ¡ 0 we can find u1 P px, zq XU
with fpu1q ¥ c.
Now consider a strictly decreasing sequence pxnqnPN  BU . The sequence
is bounded from below by 0 and thus convergent. Since BU is closed we
have xn × x P BU for n Ñ 8. Using the previous argument we can find a
decreasing sequence pu1nqnPN  U with fpu
1
nq ¥ n and u
1
n Ñ x for n Ñ 8.
But this is a contradiction to the first property of f since pfpu1nqqnPN is not a
bounded sequence even though pu1nqnPN is a strictly decreasing sequence in U .
Now we show that any set BU  r0, 1s which contains no strictly decreasing
sequences has to be countable. Let x P BU . Since BU contains no decreasing
sequences there is an εx ¡ 0 with BU X px, x  εxq  H and x  εx ¤ 2. By
construction the open intervals px, x  εxq are disjoint for different x. Thus if
there were uncountably many different x P BU then we would get uncountably
many εx ¡ 0. Thus we could find ε ¡ 0 and infinitely many x P BU with
εx ¥ ε ¡ 0. But r0, 2s can not contain infinitely many disjoint intervals of
length ε ¡ 0 thus we get a contradiction. Therefore BU has to be countable
which shows the claim.
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6.3 Identifying the Distribution of a Time-
Inhomogeneous Regular Jump Process
We now want to extend the backwards equation (Theorem 6.7) to the distri-
bution πt of our time-homogeneous Markov chain X as defined in (6.1).
Theorem 6.16 (Properties of πt). Consider the situation of Definition 6.2
and recall the definition of πt (6.1). Let ps,Xsq P S be a random variable. Let
x P E. The function gx : rs,8q Ñ r0, 1s given by




has the following properties:
1. gx is right continuous on rs,8q and continuous on Tx X rs,8q. The
function
°
xPE gx is càdlàg and nonincreasing.
2. gxpuq  0 for u P T
c
x.






4. Let E be finite and BTx be countable for all x P E. Then gx is absolutely
continuous on Tx with Lebesgue almost everywhere existing differential
given by (6.4).
Proof.
1. Note that X has right-continuous paths. Thus dominated convergence
yields that gxpuq  πu;x  EpPps,XsqpXu  xqq is right continuous. Let
u P Tx. Since the rate function t ÞÑ qt;x is integrable in a neighborhood
of u paths will almost surely only visit x finitely many times in such
a neighborhood. Furthermore almost surely no arrow in our graphical
representation is located at time u. Thus the paths of the process given
by 1tXtxu are almost all continuous at u. By dominated convergence
we get the continuity of gx on Tx.
Furthermore, by Proposition 4.5 the graphical representation is almost
surely proper and thus the left-sided limits for a path of X almost surely
only fail at an explosion (see Definition 5.3). Note that
°
xPE 1tXuxu
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has càdlàg paths even if X explodes and dominated convergence yields
that
°
xPE gx is càdlàg. We have¸
xPE
gxpuq  1 Pps,XsqpXu  Bq.
Since B is absorbing this function is nonincreasing.
2. This follows since pu,Xuq only takes values in S or rs,8q  tBu.
3. Let E be finite, x P E and let gy be differentiable at u ¡ s for all y P E.












































Solving for g1xpuq yields the claim.




that, since E is finite, A is open in R  (as a finite intersection of open
sets).
Let s ¤ v ¤ w with rv, ws  AXrs,8q. This implies that for any y P E
we have rv, ws  Ty or πv;y  0 and qu;y  0 for all u P rv, ws. We have
due to Theorem 6.7:
|πw;x  πv;x| ¤
¸
yPE
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Since E is finite the integrand on the right hand side is integrable and
thus we get absolute continuity of gx on AX rs,8q.
It is left to extend the absolute continuity to points in Tx. We will use
the set theoretical Theorem 6.12 to show this. We consider K : rs,8q,
O : Tx XK, C :

yPE BTy XK (which has countable boundary due
to 4. of Lemma 4.2) and v  w if and only if gx is absolutely continuous
on rv, ws (if v ¤ w) or rw, vs (if w ¤ v) and the differential of gx on
rv, ws (or rw, vs respectively) is Lebesgue almost everywhere given by
(6.4). We have already shown that the equivalence relation holds on the
connected components of OzC. It is left to show that we can extend it
to isolated points.
Let z P Tx and ε ¡ 0 with gx absolutely continuous on pzε, zq as well as
pz, z εq and rzε, z εs  Tx (this can be achieved since z P Tx and Tx
open). In particular the function u ÞÑ qu;x is integrable on rz  ε, z   εs.
Furthermore, let g1x be Lebesgue almost everywhere given by (6.4) on
the intervals pz  ε, zq and pz, z   εq. Let v P pz  ε, zq, w P pz, z   εq
and wn Õ z as well as vn × z. Since u ÞÑ πu;xqu;x is integrable on
pz  ε, z   εq the Lebesgue integral
³z
v
g1xpuq du is defined and has finite
negative part. We have since gx is continuous on pz  ε, z   εq, by the
fundamental theorem of calculus and applying monotone convergence
to the positive and negative parts of g1x respectively:
gxpzq  gxpvq  lim
nÑ8









gxpwq  gxpzq  lim
nÑ8








In particular the positive part of g1x also has to be Lebesgue integrable
on rv, zs. Thus gxpwq  gxpvq 
³w
v
g1xpuq du for rv, ws  pz  ε, z   εq
which shows absolute continuity and (6.4) on pz ε, z  εq and therefore
v  w. Theorem 6.12 implies that gx is absolutely continuous on Tx.
Remark 6.17. Note that since t ÞÑ qt;x integrates to infinity when approaching
the boundary BTx from the left we have in particular lim supuÕt,uPTx qu;x  8
for t P BTx. If additionally lim supu×t,uPTx qu;x   8 for all t P BTx, for instance
if u ÞÑ qu;x has a right-continuous extension to T x, we can apply Proposition
6.15 to conclude that BTx has to be countable.
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Our aim is now to show that the properties of t ÞÑ πt shown in Theorem 6.16
already determine it uniquely.
Theorem 6.18. Let Q and πs (for a fixed s P R ) be as in Definition 6.2. Let
E be finite and BTx be countable for all x P E. For x P E let gx : rs,8q Ñ R
be a function with the following properties:
1. gx is right continuous on rs,8q.
2. gxptq  0 for t P T
c
x.
3. gx is absolutely continuous on Tx.






5. We have gxpsq ¥ 0 for all x P E and
°
xPE gxpsq   8.
Then gx fulfills gxptq ¥ 0 for all t P rs,8q, x P E. Furthermore there exists
exactly one family of functions with these properties and it is given by πt;x
(see (6.1)) after rescaling the starting condition gxpsq to be a distribution (or
it is given by the constant zero function, if gxpsq  0 for all x P E).
Proof. We will refer to a familiy of functions pgxqxPG which fulfills 1. - 5. as
a solution with initial condition pgxpsqqxPE.
We first note that showing gxptq ¥ 0 for all t P rs,8q, x P E implies
uniqueness: Let g1x and g
2









solutions (for the zero starting condition) since it is a linear problem. Thus we
have g1xg
2








x. This shows uniqueness
of solutions. If the starting condition is zero then obviously the constant zero
functions solve the problem. Otherwise we note that the properties of gx
are well behaved under multiplication with positive scalars and thus we can
assume
°
xPE gxpsq  1. (We can normalize due to 5.) Now Theorem 6.16
shows that the distribution of the time-inhomogeneous regular jump process
generated by Q has the appropriate properties and thus has to be the unique
solution to the problem.
It is left to show that solutions have to be nonnegative for a nonnegative
initial condition. Consider a solution gx with gxpsq ¥ 0 for all x P E. Every
gx is absolutely continuous on TxXrs,8q and on the inner part of T
c
x Xrs,8q
(due to 2.). Thus gx ^ 0 is also absolutely continuous on these sets with
weak differential g1x1tgx 0u. Since E is finite we have that h :
°
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Furthermore we note that if gx is not continuous at some t P rs,8q then
by 2. gxptq  0  gxptq ^ 0 and thus
lim sup
uÕt





Applying the (finite) sum over E on both sides yields:
lim sup
uÕt
hpuq ¤ hptq  lim
u×t
hpuq  lim inf
u×t
hpuq.
Consider a discontinuity t of h such that there is an ε ¡ 0 with h being
nondecreasing on pt ε, tq and pt, t  εq, then h has to be nondecreasing on
pt ε, t  εq. We now apply Theorem 6.12, setting




and x  y if h is nondecreasing on rx, ys (if x ¤ y) or on ry, xs (if y ¤ x).
Note that since BTx is countable by assumption the set C is also countable
(and closed by definition).
The theorem yields that h is nondecreasing on rs,8q. But hpsq  0 since
gxpsq ¥ 0 for all x P E and h ¤ 0 by definition. This implies hptq  0 for all
t ¥ s. But hptq  0 can only hold if gxptq ¥ 0 for all x P E which shows the
claim.
In the case that E is countably infinite several problems arise with this
approach. Sums can not necessarily be exchanged and

xPE BTx may no
longer be closed. But under additional assumptions we can still identify the
distribution of a time inhomogeneous Markov chain by solving the differential
equation π1t  πt Q.
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Theorem 6.19. Let E be countable. Let Q be given as in Definition 6.2.
Let gxptq : πt;x fultill the assumptions of Theorem 6.18 with the additional
conditions that t ÞÑ
°
xPE πt;xqt;x is integrable on compact subsets of rs,8q
and t ÞÑ πt;x is absolutely continuous on rs,8q. Let y P E, then the mapping




is constant. In particular: If we start the Markov chain X at time s in the
distribution given by πs it will have distribution πt at time t. Furthermore,
the mapping




is also constant. If we can find a solution with πx;0 ¡ 0 for a given p0, xq P S
then X started in x at time 0 will almost surely never hit B and thus it will
almost surely not explode.
Proof. We have for s ¤ v ¤ w ¤ t by Theorem 6.7 and since πs fulfills 4. of
Theorem 6.18:
hypwq  hypvq 
¸
xPE






































πu;zqu;z,xpx,ypw, tq  πv;xqu;x,zpz,ypu,wq du.
Since
°
xPE πu;xqu;x is integrable and nonnegative we can apply Fubini’s
Theorem to exchange the above sums which yields
hypwq  hypvq  hypvq  hypwq  0.
Thus hy is a constant function on rs, ts and we get (using the notation for
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matrix multiplication):






















 πtP pt, tq  πt.
But the left hand side is exactly the distribution of X at time t if we start in
the distribution πs at time s.
Now we show that the function g is also constant. Since u ÞÑ πu;x is
absolutely continuous on R  we have by 4. of Theorem 6.18 for all 0 ¤ s ¤ t:
gptq  gpsq 
¸
xPE




















pπu;yqu;y,x  πu;xqu;x,yq du.










is integrable on rs, ts we can apply Fubini’s theorem to exchange sums thus
showing
gptq  gpsq  gpsq  gptq  0
which implies that g is constant. Furthermore if π0 is a distribution on E we
have for all t P R :
PpXt  Bq 
¸
xPE




This shows nonexplosiveness of the Markov chain X if started with the initial
distribution π0. Now let p0, xq P S with π0;x ¡ 0. We can condition X started
in the initial distribution π0 on the event tX0  xu. Due to the Markov
property of X this yields X started in the initial distribution pδx,yqyPE. Since
the probability for the process started in π0 to hit the graveyard state B is
zero the same has to be the case for the process conditioned on tX0  xu.




7.1 Flows and Particle Tracking
Two of our goals are to ensure that the rates of the limiting process given in
Definition 3.10 fulfill the conditions of Definition 6.2 and that the process is
non-explosive.
Consider the migration of a single ancestral line in the limiting process. If
S is an admissible set for the migration, then it is sensible to consider the space
of partitions with labels in S as the admissible set for the spatial coalescent.
Furthermore, we note that by the nature of coalescence processes the number
of ancestral lines can only decrease over time. Therefore non-explosiveness of
the migration of a single ancestral line implies non-explosiveness of the whole
limiting process. For that reason it makes sense to focus on the migration of
a single ancestral line. It turns out that the migration, due to the way the
rates are derived from F and R, follows a general concept which we will call
a system of flows.
One visualization of this, which also explains the name, is the following.
Consider a countable set G of tanks holding water. Any tank x P G holds
some nonnegative amount of water Rt;x at any time t P R . Additionally
water can be pumped from one tank x to another y  x. The total amount
of water pumped from x to y up to time t is some nonnegative number Ft;x,y,
the total flow from x to y up to time t. Our migration now is modeled by
tracking the path of a single water molecule through this system of tanks.
Of course, we cannot choose F and R arbitrarily and we will need some
conditions to allow for a proper setup later on.
Definition 7.1 (A System of Flows). Let G be a countable set. We call a
triplet pG,R,F q, where R and F denote collections of functions t ÞÑ Ft;x,y
for x  y P G, t ¥ 0 and t ÞÑ Rt;x for x P G, t ¥ 0, a proper system of flows
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if the following properties hold for all t P R , x P G, y P Gztxu:
1. Only nonnegative mass: Rt;x ¥ 0.
2. Only nonnegative flows: Ft;x,y ¥ 0 and the function t ÞÑ Ft;x,y is
nondecreasing.
3. Conservation of mass:




4. The mass is normalized (at time 0):
°
xPG R0;x  1.
5. Regularity of flows: the function t ÞÑ Ft;x,y is absolutely continuous
with weak differential F 1t;x,y wherever it exists.
6. There is no flow through sites with zero mass: F 1t;x,y  0 and F
1
t;y,x  0
for all y P G and Lebesgue almost all t with Rt;x  0.
7. Globally finite flow in finite time: the function






is integrable on compact subsets of R .
We call Rt;x the mass at x at time t and Ft;x,y the cumulative flow from x to
y up to time t.
We now show, that conservation of mass implies that the system stays
normalized and that absolutely continuous flows imply that the mass process
Rx is also absolutely continuous.
Proposition 7.2. Given a proper system of flows pG,R,F q the following
properties hold:
1. The mass stays conserved:
°
xPG Rt;x  1 for any t P R .
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Proof.



















The first sum is equal 1 by the normalization property (4. of Defini-
tion 7.1). The second sum is zero since by Fubini’s Theorem and by





























xPG Rt;x  1 for all t ¥ 0 which shows the first claim.
2. Let 0 ¤ s ¤ t, x P G. We have by the conservation of mass and absolute













Property 7. of Definition 7.1 in particular yields absolute integrability










Thus t ÞÑ Rt;x is absolutely continuous with the claimed weak differen-
tial.
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We go back to the interpretation at the beginning of the chapter. We consider
the following question: If we sample one water molecule at time 0 in tank
x P G (assuming we actually have water in that tank at time 0, of course).
How will this molecule move through the tanks? Mathematically we want to
model the movement as a stochastic process pXtqtPR  in G. It makes sense
to assume the process pXtqtPR  to be Markov albeit not time-homogeneous
since our macroscopic system of flows may change in time. What should
the infinitesimal rate for moving from x to y be? Considering a small time
segment rt, t ∆ts the amount of mass traveling from x to y in that segment
is Ft ∆t;x,y Ft;x,y the probability for our molecule to be part of this mass
is approximately pFt ∆t;x,y  Ft;x,yq{Rt;x  ∆tF 1t;x,y{Rt;x. By the Poisson
approximation of Binomial trials with small success probability it makes
sense to assume that the infinitesimal rate is
F 1t;x,y
Rt;x
. Indeed it turns out, that
choosing theses rates will give us the rates of a time-inhomogeneous regular
jump process as given in Definition 6.2.
Proposition 7.3 (Rates of the Particle Tracking Process). Let pG,R,F q be
a proper system of flows. We define for x P G:
S : tpt, yq P R  G|Rt;y ¡ 0u, Tx : tt P R |pt, xq P Su.








If pt, xq R S we formally set qt;x,y  0.
Then t ÞÑ Qt fulfills the properties of Definition 6.2 for the admissible set
of states S and thus defines a time-inhomogeneous regular jump process X
for any starting condition x P G with R0;x ¡ 0.
Proof. We show the five properties required by Definition 6.2.
1. Since u ÞÑ Fu;x,y is nondecreasing and due to Ru;t ¥ 0 we have qu;x,y ¥ 0.
2. Note that by 2. of Proposition 7.2 the mapping t ÞÑ Rt;x is continuous.
Thus, for any compact set K  Tx there is an ε ¡ 0 such that Ru;x ¥ ε


















F 1u;x,y du   8.
Thus u ÞÑ qu;x is integrable on compact subsets of Tx and u ÞÑ qu;x,y is
integrable as well. In particular this implies stability almost everywhere.
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3. The matrix Qt is conservative by definition of the diagonal entries qt;x,x.
4. Whenever pu, xq R S or pu, yq R S we have F 1u;x,y  0 and the same
holds for the rates (using the formal convention in the definition).



























 logpRs;xq  logpRt;xq  8.
Since pu, xq P S is equivalent to Ru;x ¡ 0 which shows the claimed
property.
We can now use our general theory for time-inhomogeneous regular jump pro-
cesses to show that if we start the particle tracking process in the probability
distribution given by the mass distribution π0;x : R0;x then the process will
stay in the mass distribution: πt;x  Rt;x for all t P R .
Proposition 7.4. Let Qt be given by a proper system of flows (see Definition
3.1) and let S and Tx be given as in Proposition 7.3. Define for x P G
and t ¥ 0: gxptq : πt;x : Rt;x. Then the assumptions of Theorem 6.19
(and in particular Theorem 6.18) are fulfilled for the initial condition s  0,
π0;x : R0;x. Moreover, the particle tracking process conditioned on R and
F has distribution pRt;xqxPG at time t and is almost surely non-explosive.
Proof. First we have to show that gxpuq : Ru;x fulfills the conditions of
Theorem 6.18.
1. Due to 2. of Proposition 7.2 the mapping u ÞÑ Ru;x is absolutely
continuous on R  and in particular right-continuous.
2. We have Ru;x  0 for u P T cx by the definition of S.
3. We have shown absolute continuity of gx on R  in 2. of Proposition 7.2.
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4. We calculated the weak differential of gx in 2. of Proposition 7.2. This





















 R 1u;x  gxpuq
1.
5. We have Ru;x ¥ 0 by definition and
°
xPG Ru;x  1 for all u ¥ 0 due to
1. of Proposition 7.2.
Since we already noted that gx is absolutely continuous on R  the only addi-
tional assumption of Theorem 6.19 is the integrability of u ÞÑ
°
xPG πu;xqu;x

















By 7. of Definition 7.1 the right-hand side is integrable on compact subsets
of R . Thus all conditions of Theorem 6.19 are fulfilled and application of
the theorem yields that pRt;xqxPG is the distribution of the particle tracking
process at time t and almost sure non-explosiveness of the process.
It turns out, that rewriting the rate matrix Qt in terms of a system of flows can
be done whenever we can identify the distribution of the time-inhomogeneous
regular jump process via the differential equation π1t  πt Qt.
Proposition 7.5. Let S  R G be an open set and let Qt  pqt;x,yqx,yPG be
the rate matrix of a time-inhomogeneous regular jump process X  pXtqtPR 
taking values in G with admissible set S. We define for an admissible state
pt, xq P S the probability πt;x : PpXt  xq. Assume that t ÞÑ πt;x is absolutely
continuous on R  and that we have π1t  πt Qt where π1 is the weak differential
of π. Then X can be modeled using a system of flows.
Proof. We consider the system of flows defined by:
F 1t;x,y : πt;xqt;x,y, R0;x : π0;x for x  y.
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By definition the flows F;x,y are absolutely continuous. We have for Rt;x
using Tonelli’s theorem:



































Remark 7.6. Consider the situation of Proposition 7.5 and note that if Qt  Q
is time-homogeneous and we are in equilibrium πt  π and thus π
1
t  0  πQ
then the flows are time-homogeneous themselves and explicitly given as
F 1t;x,y  πxqxy, R0;x  πx.
For instance, we could represent the rate 1, simple, symmetric random walk on





, F 1t;x,y 
1
p2p2L  1qqd
if x, y P TdL are next neighbors.
But Proposition 7.5 also shows, that even when we do not have an equilibrium
distribution, for instance in the case of the simple symmetric random walk
on Zd, we can still represent our time-homogeneous Markov chain using a
system of flows. However, in that case the system of flows itself can no longer
be chosen in a time-homogeneous manner even though the original Markov
chain is time-homogeneous.
It is also noteworthy, that the generality in which Proposition 7.5 holds
suggests, that considering a time-inhomogeneous regular jump process given
by a system of flows is barely a restriction at all but rather a slightly different
point of view.
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7.2 Uniform Convergence of Flows
We now go back to the main Assumptions 3.6 in which we stipulated conver-
gence of the finite dimensional distributions of FN to F . The goal of this
section is to improve this to weak convergence with respect to uniform conver-
gence on compact sets. This is possible using that the processes pFNt;x,yqtPR 
and pFt;x,yqtPR  are nondecreasing and that pFt;x,yqtPR  is continuous.
Our first goal is to show that the concept of pointwise convergence and
uniform convergence on compact sets coincide in this case.
Proposition 7.7. Let O  R  be open. Let fn, f : R  Ñ R with:
1. fn and f are nondecreasing on connected components of O.
2. f is continuous on O.
3. There is a dense subset Q  O, with 0 P Q if 0 P O, such that
fnpqq Ñ fpqq for all q P Q.
Then fn Ñ f uniformly on compact subsets of O.
Proof. Since any compact subset of O is contained in a finite union of
compact intervals contained in O it suffices to show uniform convergence
on any compact interval rs, ts  O. Furthermore since Q  O is dense
and contains 0 whenever O contains 0 we can enlarge the interval such that
s, t P Q. Due to rs, ts  O the functions fn, f are nondecreasing on rs, ts and
f is uniformly continuous on rs, ts. Let ε ¡ 0. Since f is uniformly continuous
on rs, ts there is a δ ¡ 0 such that |fpvq  fpwq|   ε for |v w|   δ. Since Q
is dense we can find k P N and a partition s  u0   u1        uk1   uk  t
of rs, ts with ui P Q and |ui  ui1|   δ for all i P t0, . . . , ku. Since we have
fnpuiq Ñ fpuiq for all i P t0, . . . , ku we can find Nε P N such that for all
n ¥ Nε, we have
max
iPt0,...,ku
|fnpuiq  fpuiq|   ε.
Now consider u P rs, ts. We can find i P t1, . . . , ku such that u P rui1, uis. We
have fnpuq P rfnpui1q, fnpuiqs and fnpuiq P pfpuiq  ε, fpuiq   εq as well as
fnpui1q P pfpui1q  ε, fpui1q   εq. We get fnpuq P pfpui1q  ε, fpuiq   εq.
But we also have fpuq P rfpui1q, fpuiqs and |fpuiq  fpui1q|   ε and thus
fpuiq, fpui1q P pfpuq  ε, fpuq   εq. Therefore we get
fnpuq P pfpui1q  ε, fpuiq   εq  pfpuq  2ε, fpuq   2εq.
Thus we have |fnpuq  fpuq|   2ε for n ¥ Nε uniformly for u P rs, ts, which
shows the claim.
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We can now apply this proposition to improve the convergence of the processes
FN and RN ,
Lemma 7.8. Let G be at most countable. For x  y P G consider real-
valued stochastic processes FNx,y : pF
N
t;x,yqtPR , Fx,y : pFt;x,yqtPR , R
N
x :
pRNt;xqtPR , Rx : pRt;xqtPR  with the following properties:
1. FNx,y P DR r0,8q, Fx,y P CR r0,8q.
2. FN0;x,y  F0;x,y  0 for all x  y.
3. FNx,y and Fx,y have nondecreasing paths.


























6. Let for x P G: RN0;x Ñ R0;x weakly.
7. For x P G, y P G the finite dimensional distributions of FNx,y converge
weakly to the finite dimensional distributions of Fx,y.












as weak convergence of finite dimensional distributions.
9. All weak convergences hold in a joint fashion for all x, y P G
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Then we have pFN ,RNq Ñ pF ,Rq as weak convergence with respect to
uniform convergence on compact subsets of R  GG for F n Ñ F and of
R  G for RN Ñ R.
Proof. We start off, by showing weak convergence with respect to uniform
convergence on compact subsets for FNx,y. Let D
Õ
R r0,8q  DR r0,8q be the
subspace of nondecreasing càdlàg functions. Consider the mapping
id : DÕR r0,8q Ñ D
Õ
R r0,8q, f ÞÑ f
where we use the product topology (which corresponds to pointwise conver-
gence) on the left hand side and topology of uniform convergence on compact
sets on the right hand side. By Proposition 7.7 we know that this mapping
is continuous at any f P DÕR r0,8q which is continuous. Thus, by the Con-
tinuous Mapping Theorem, weak convergence with respect to the product
topology (which is weak convergence of finite dimensional distributions) yields
weak convergence with respect to uniform convergence on compact sets as
long as the processes are nondecreasing and the limiting process is almost
surely continuous. This shows the claim for FNx,y. If all weak convergences
hold jointly for x, y P G so does the weak convergence with respect to the
uniform convergence on compact sets and we get FN Ñ F weakly with









;x,y, are also nondecreasing
and their finite dimensional distributions converge to a nondecreasing, con-
tinuous limit we can also achieve weak convergence with respect to uniform
convergence on compact sets of R  G G for these processes. Since the
convergence holds jointly for all x P G and jointly with the convergence


















as weak convergence with respect to uniform convergence on compact subsets
of R  G. Since this convergence holds jointly with the convergence of the
FN we get pFN ,RNq Ñ pF ,Rq weakly with respect to uniform convergence
on compact subsets (of R  G2 and R  G respectively).
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Remark 7.9. Wa can consider pFN ,RNq and pF ,Rq as elements of the
product space DR r0,8q
G2  DRr0,8q
G. Note that the weak convergence
with respect to uniform convergence on compact sets pFN ,RNq Ñ pF ,Rq
implies weak convergence with respect to the product topology in the space
DR r0,8q
G2  DRr0,8q
G (we use the Skorohod topology in each factor).
This can be particularly useful since DR r0,8q and DRr0,8q are both Polish
spaces with respect to the Skorohod topology (see [8]). In particular the
countable product space DR r0,8q
G2  DRr0,8q
G is Polish. Thus we can
apply Skorohod’s Representation Theorem to find a new probability space
and versions of FN , F , RN , R such that pFN ,RNq Ñ pF ,Rq holds
almost surely in DR r0,8q
G2 DRr0,8q
G. But since the limiting processes
are continuous Skorohod convergence FN;x,y Ñ F;x,y and R
N
;x Ñ R;x
implies uniform convergence on compact subsets of R . Thus we have
pFN ,RNq Ñ pF ,Rq almost surely with respect to uniform convergence on
compact subsets of R  GG and R  G respectively.
Furthermore, we can even relax the weak convergence of finite dimensional
distributions to only hold on a dense subset of R  since this was already
sufficient for applying Proposition 7.7.
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Chapter 8
Proof of the Limiting Result
In this chapter we will prove our main result, Theorem 3.14, using the
Assumptions 3.6.
8.1 Verification of the Properties of F , R
Recall Definition 3.1 for the definition of pRNk qkPN0 , pF
N
k qkPN0 . We define





. Since this is a slight
abuse of notation we will make sure to always use indexes u, s, t when talking
about the time-continuous processes and indexes k, n when talking about
discrete-time processes in this proof. The only case when we plug in an actual
number will be for t  0 in which case both notations coincide. Furthermore,
when we suppress the time index, writing FNx,y or R
N
x we will always refer
to the time-continuous case. Our first goal is to show that the conditions of
Lemma 7.8 are fulfilled. Let x  y P G.
1. FNx,y is càdlàg since it is even piecewise constant by definition and the
constant extension to R  is done in a right-continuous fashion. Fx,y is
even absolutely continous almost surely by assumption.
2. FN0;x,y  0 by definition and 0  F
N
0;x,y Ñ F0;x,y weakly implies F0;x,y 
0 almost surely.
3. FNx,y is nondecreasing by definition (as a cumulative expression). The
limiting process Fx,y thus has to be almost surely nondecreasing due
to pFNs;x,y,F
N
t;x,yq Ñ pFs;x,y,Ft;x,yq weakly for s ¤ t. (Technically we
use the almost sure continuity of the paths of the limiting processes to
ensure the property holds for all s ¤ t almost surely.)
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t;x,y is piecewise constant and right continuous.
Furthermore we have that since every generation every individual in







Thus the path is also real-valued. Now we want to show continuity for
the limiting sums. We can even show absolute continuity. Let t ¥ 0.
















In particular this holds for all t P Q  almost surely. Thus the paths
t ÞÑ
°





t;x,y. Analogously these arguments work as
well if we exchange the roles of x and y inside the sum.
5. The total number of individuals at a given site x and time k can be
calculated by taking the number of individuals at x at time 0 and
then adding all individuals that ever migrated to x and subtracting all
individuals that ever left x. This property still holds after normalization
and the time rescaling (here we need that the time rescaling at x is
independent from the site x). Thus equation (7.1) holds by definition
of the migration. Furthermore, equation (7.2) is simply a consequence
of the definition of R.
6. This is part of 5. of Assumptions 3.6.
7. This is 3. of Assumptions 3.6.
8. This is 6. of Assumptions 3.6.
9. It was noted in the Assumptions 3.6 that all convergences are considered
to hold joinly.
Thus we can apply Lemma 7.8 and get pFN ,RNq Ñ pF ,Rq weakly with
respect to uniform convergence on compact sets. Furthermore as noted in
Remark 7.9 that we can use Skorohod’s Representation Theorem to find a
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probability space and versions of the stochastic processes FN , RN , F , R
such that the convergence holds almost surely. It suffices to prove the claim
of Theorem 3.14 on this new probability space.
We now want to show that the limit pF ,Rq defines a proper system of
flows as in Definition 7.1. We show the necessary properties. Let x  y P G
and t P R :
1. Rt;x ¥ 0 follows since RNt;x ¥ 0 and R
N
t;x Ñ Rt;x almost surely. Using
continuity of Rx we get Rx nonnegative almost surely.
2. We have already seen that t ÞÑ Ft;x,y in almost surely nondecreasing.
Due to F0;x,y  0 we also get that Ft;x,y is almost surely nonnegative.
3. This is just by definition of R.
4. This is part of 5. of Assumptions 3.6.
5. This is part of 3. of Assumptions 3.6.
6. This is implied by 7. of Assumptions 3.6.
7. This is 4. of Assumptions 3.6.
Thus by Proposition 7.2 the mass is conserved in the limit (
°
xPG Rt;x  1 for
all t P R  almost surely). Furthermore by Proposition 7.3 the migration of a
singel ancestral line in the limiting process Π is a time-inhomogeneous regular
jump process with admissible set of states S : tpt, xq P R  G|Rt;x ¡ 0u.
8.2 Non-Explosiveness of the Limiting Pro-
cess
We consider our setting conditiond on R, F for this section. The limiting
process Π is driven by two independent mechanisms:
• Migration of ancestral lines following independent particle tracking
processes given by pR,F q (see Definition 5.3).
• Independent coalescence at every site x with respect to the time rescaled
Ξ-coalescent defined by the rates φx,ipl1, . . . , liq (given i lines at site x).
Since any coalescence event has to decrease the number of ancestral lines by
at least 1 we can see at most n coalescence events in any path of Π. Thus
Π can only explode via migration and since migration of ancestral lines is
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independent and migration is independent from coalescence the process Π
explodes if and only if the particle tracking process for a single line explodes.
But due to Proposition 7.4 this is almost surely not the case. Hence, the
limiting process Π is non-explosive.
8.3 Modeling ΠN with Graphical Representa-
tions
By definition the limiting process Π is obtained using graphical representations
but we have not yet obtained the coalescent of the population ΠN in this
manner. We condition our setting on RN , FN for this section.
Our time rescaling kNt  tN
αtu translates to a mesh Ak,x : k{N
α. As
we pointed out in the definition of the population coalescent ΠN (see after
Definition 1.12) the coalescent fulfills the consistency relation. This means,
that we can model coalescence and migration for a smaller sample l ¤ n by
modeling it for n and restricting to l lines. We consider the following possible
events for a sample of n ancestral lines located at site x P G at time k and
define graphical representations for them:
1. We first consider the case that there are at least n individuals at site
x at time k. Thus we can sample n ancestral lines at x at time k.
Those lines will perform a migration in which line i P rns migrates
to site yi P G at the time step k Ñ k   1. The possible outcomes of
such a migration can be coded using the vector ÝÑy : py1, . . . , ynq. We
also define ÝÑx : px, . . . , xq P Gn. We denote the probability of the
aforementioned event as p
k;x,
ÝÑy . We can combinatorically calculate the
probability conditioned on FN , RN . We consider an urn experiment
where we have an urn with NNk;x  NR
N
k;x balls having colors y P G such
that the number of balls with color y  x is given by NpFNk 1;x,yF
N
k;x,yq
(the remaining balls have color x). Then p
k;x,
ÝÑy is the probability that if
we draw n balls out of the urn without replacement we get the sequence











To find a Bernoulli process belonging to this intensity measure in the
sense of Definition 4.18 we construct random variables X
pN,Migq
k,x taking
values in Gn independent in k P N  and x P G (we still work conditioned
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on FN and RN) with
PpXpN,Migqk,x  ÝÑy q  pk;x,ÝÑy .




















Now we consider the case that there are only k   n individuals at x at




ÝÑy P Gk. We simply replace ÝÑy with py1, . . . , yk, x, . . . , xq P G
n in order
to achieve the same notation as previously. Later on we will ensure
that if there only are k ancestral lines at a location then only the first
k entries of ÝÑy are relevant for our construction.
2. We again assume that our sample of size n is fully located at x P G and
that we have at least n individuals at x at time k   1 (Note that the
migration step already happened thus we have to use k  1 instead of k
here). Let A P Pn. The lines can perform an A-collision (see Definition
1.12), meaning that exactly the lines, which indices are contained in a
mutual block of A, merge. We denote the probability of the coalescence
event by pk;x,A. It should be noted that since coalescence technically
happens after the migration step of our population (backwards in
time) the effective number of individuals for the coalescence is given
by N Nk 1;x  NR
N
k 1;x. Thus the coalescence probability at time k is
calculated as in the nonspatial case using the population size N Nk 1;x.





Again, we consider Pn-valued random variables X
pNCoalq
k,x independent
in k P N and x P G and independent from the random variables chosen
in the migration step, with
PpXpN,Coalqk,x  Aq  pk;x,A
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Now we consider the case that there are only k   n individuals at x at
time k   1. The above construction yields a random measure µN,Coalx,A
with A P Pk. We now replace A  pB1, . . . , Blq with pB1, . . . , Bl, tk  
1u, . . . , tnuq P Pn in order to achieve the same notation as in the case
that we were able to sample n individuals. As is the case for migration
it will turn out that if only k ancestral lines are available for coalescence
then only τnk pAq matters for the coalescence.
We can now combine these integer valued random measures into a graphical
representation µN on R PG,nPG,n for ΠN using the following procedure:
Consider any grid point t  k{Nα with k P N . For any labled partition






for all x P G, A P Pn, ÝÑy P Gn. We order the non-empty blocks of π
with respect to their smallest elements and give each block an index i P rns
according to the ordering (The block containing 1 gets index 1, the block
which contains the next smallest element not contained in the first block gets
index 2 and so on). Note that this particular choice of indexing the blocks
will ensure that szenarios, in which we were not able to sample n individuals
due to low sample size, will not produce any issues in the way we have treated
them above. We now want to combine the migration and the coalescence
step and apply them to π. We first consider possible migrations. For any
site x there is exactly one ÝÑy P G such that νN,Mig
x,
ÝÑy
has an atom at pt, x,ÝÑy q.
We define the labeled partition π1 P PG,n by having the block with index k
at site x move to yk for all k P rns and x P G. Now we consider a possible
coalescence. For any site x there is exactly one A P Pn such that ν
N,Coal
x,A has
an atom at pt, x, Aq. We now define π2 by considering the labeled partition
π1 and for any site x merging all blocks at x which have their index contained
in a block of A.
If and only if π2  π we draw an arrow from π to π2 at time t in our
graphical representation µN . We define the intensity measure νN of µN
according to Definition 4.18 (by taking the expectation).
We now show, that the graphical representation µN is indeed a graphical
representation for our time-rescaled population coalescent Π̂N (i.e., tracking
through µN will give a process which has the same law as Π̂N if the initial




, µN,Coalx,A use the probabilities for the case that the
full sample of n lines is still intact and at x. Also, note that coalescence of
blocks in Π̂N only depends on migration due to the change labels induced





mutually independent we have that the probability of an arrow pointing from
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π to π2 at time t  k{Nα is exactly given by the probability of Π̂N jumping
from π to π2 at time t. Additionally the random measures were chosen
independently for different x which fits with the concept that migration and
coalescence in Π̂N is independent at different locations. This takes care of
the joint distribution of jump times (and jump types) of Π̂N and shows that
tracking through νN will generate a stochastic process with the same law as
ΠN .
On a side note: the reason why we also stipulated independence for
different labeled partitions π is of a more technical nature and is has no
impact on the law of the tracking process. Heuristically it does not matter
how the joint distribution of arrows pointing out of different locations at the
same time is chosen since the tracking procedure can only visit any time once.
For our purposes choosing independence here fits with the concept of using
Poisson point processes to define the limit since in such a random measure
all disjoint sections are automatically independent.
8.4 Convergence of the Graphical Represen-
tations




is that we can use independence together with Proposition 4.20 to analyse
the limit of νN .




and µN,Coalx,A after removing atoms that belong to the trivial events
ÝÑy  px, . . . , xq and A  tt1u, . . . , tnuu to continuous limiting measures. By
Proposition 4.20 and using independence we can conclude that only atoms
that belong to either the migration of lines at one particular site x (and no
further migration or coalescence) or atoms that belong to a coalescence event
at one particular site x (and no other coalescence or migration) can yield a
positive intensity in the limit. Furthermore, the limiting intensity for these




which belongs to said event.
Before we show the convergence we need to consider that our limiting
process will only feature blocks with admissible labeles corresponding to the
set of admissible states S : tpt, xq P R  G|Rt;x ¡ 0u. Thus, for x P G we
will show vague convergence of intensity measures as measures in McpTxq
with Tx : tt P R |pt, xq P Su.
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Lemma 8.1. The following convergences of intensity measures hold almost
surely:
1. Let x P G and ÝÑy P Gn such that there is exactly one entry yi of ÝÑy








as vague convergence in McpTxq.
2. Let x P G and ÝÑy P Gn such that there is more than one entry yi of ÝÑy





as vague convergence in McpTxq.
3. Let x P G and A P Pn, A  tt1u, . . . , tnuu and let l1, . . . , ln denote the





φx,npl1, . . . , lnq dt.
Proof.
1. Let y  x. For combinatorical reasons we start by showing the result





with Ay  G
n being the set of all vectors for which the first entry is
equal to y  y1 (the other entries can be arbitrary).
Since the migration is done using an urn experiment we can calculate
probabilities explicitly. The total number of individuals migrating from
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Since rs, ts  Tx and since Rx is continuous we have by definition of Tx
that there is an ε ¡ 0 such that Ru;x ¥ ε for all u P rs, ts. Additionally







































The first summand converges to zero due to uniform convergence of the
integrand. The second summand converges to zero since FNu;x,y Ñ Fu;x,y
pointwise almost surely using 5. of Theorem 4.10 (convergence of
measure generating functions implies vague convergence) and the fact
that u ÞÑ 1
Ru;x
1rs,tspuq is Lebesgue almost everywhere continuous and
supported on a compact set.














Note that we will use this result in the next part of the proof in order to
show that all summands which correspond to ÝÑy with 2 distinct entries
















almost surely. Due to exchangeability the result is the same if we consider
the k-th coordinate to differ from x instead of the first coordinate.
2. Let x  y  z  x P G. We start by showing that the following
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with By  G
n the set of all vectors for which the first two entries are
equal to y and Cy,z the set of all vectors for which the first entry is
equal to y and the second entry is equal to z.
We consider the first measure. Let rs, ts  Tx and u P rs, ts. Again, we



































has first and second entry yq ¤ 2PpXN,Mig
kNu ,x
has first entry yq2
and therefore, using the convergence we have shown in the previous







The second case can be treated similarly. With the same choices for






































has first entry z
	
Again, the previous result (for the sum over Ay) together with Proposi-
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vaguely in McpTxq almost surely. Due to exchangeability this implies
that the intensity with which any simultaneous migration happens
converges to zero.
3. We first condition on the event tm  N N
kNt  1;x
u for m P tn, . . . , Nu.
Denote the probability for our sample to perform an A-collision for
A P Pn as px,Apmq. Since the offspring laws only depend on the site and
the total number of individuals at that site we get for the unconditioned
probability: px,ApN NkNt  1;x
q. Note that we use kNt  1 since the migration
of the population happens before the coalescence backwards in time.
This will, of course, not make a difference in the limit. For notational
convenience we will write N Nt ;x : N
N
kNt  1;x
and RNt ;x : R
N
t 1{Nα;x.
We first note that we have from the nonspatial result and sample size n
(see Equation (28) by [20]) due to 2. of Assumptions 3.6:
px,Apmq
cmx
Ñ φx,npl1, . . . , lnq for mÑ 8.
Now let rs, ts  Tx and ε ¡ 0 with Ru;x ¥ ε for all u P rs, ts as before.
Since RNu;x Ñ Ru;x uniformly in u P rs, ts we have
N Nu ;x  NR
N
u ;x ¥ Nε{2





Ñ φx,npl1, . . . , lnq.
for N Ñ 8 uniformly for u P rs, ts almost surely. Furthermore, by 1. of


































φx,npl1, . . . , lnq
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for N Ñ 8 uniformly in u P rs, ts almost surely.
Now we get for the intensity measure:











Thus, the uniform convergence of the integrand yields





φx,npl1, . . . , lnq du
for N Ñ 8 almost surely. Since it suffices for vague convergence to
show convergence of the measures of intervalls ps, ts with s, t P Q  this
yields almost sure vague convergence.
8.5 Concluding the Proof
We now show convergence of ΠN conditioned on pFN ,RNq to Π conditioned
on pF ,Rq as weak convergence in the Skorohod topology. Let T ¥ 0. Since
all processes are in the Skorohod space it suffices to show convergence up to
time T .
We use the graphical representation µN and the tracking map to construct
the spatial coalescent ΠN . Note that if we consider the set of admissible
states (for the labels) to be S instead of R  G we will only get the process
ΠN if our tracking process never visits B. We have shown that the intensity
measure νN of µN converges vaguely to the intensity measure of the graphical
representation of our limiting process. By Proposition 4.19 this implies
weak convergence of the graphical representations with respect to the vague
topology. We have already seen that the graphical representation of our limit
process yields a non-explosive, time-inhomogeneous, regular jump process for
any admissible starting condition. Furthermore, since the intensity measures
of the limiting process are continuous, we can apply the Continuous Mapping
Theorem together with Proposition 5.5 to show weak convergence of the
respective tracking processes with respect to the Skorohod topology up to
time T . In particular the tracking process for µN will eventually (for N large)
become a PG,n-valued càdlàg process up to time T and then coincide with
ΠN .
Thus we get ΠN Ñ Π up to time T weakly in the Skorohod topology
conditioned on pFN ,RNq and pF ,Rq respectively almost surely. As usual
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considering a sequence TN Õ 8 we can achieve Skorohod convergence of the
whole processes. Technically, it is important here that ΠN itself is always
a PG,n-valued càdlàg process. This would not necessarily be the case for
the tracking process due to the set of admissible states S (for the labels).
However, since our convergence result holds, we can conclude that the labels
of blocks in ΠM will stay in the admissible set up to time T for sufficiently
large, random M P N . Thus, the probability that the tracking process differs
from ΠN up to time T converges to zero for N Ñ 8.
It is left to show convergence without the conditioning on the mass and
flow processes pFN ,RNq and pF ,Rq. Let Y : DGr0,8q Ñ R be a continuous,
bounded functional. Weak convergence of the conditional distributions implies
EpY pΠNq|FN ,RNq Ñ EpY pΠq|F ,Rq almost surely.
Taking expectations on both sides and using dominated convergence we get
EpY pΠNqq Ñ EpY pΠqq
which shows weak convergence ΠN Ñ Π with respect to the Skorohod topology.
This finally completes the proof of Theorem 3.14.
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Chapter 9
Outlook
Our main result was Theorem 3.14 which showed convergence of the coalescent
of a spatial Cannings model to a spatial Ξ-coalescent. We expect that this
result as well as some results that were used in the proof and are of interest
in their own right and can be generalized in the following way.
We first consider a generalization of the main result. Our hypothesis
is that the global integrability condition in 4. of Assumption 3.6 can be
relieved to a local version. In fact this condition was only required for showing
non-explosiveness of the limiting process. Thus, the following conjecture
would allow us to mitigate the assumption for the main result.
Conjecture 9.1. Our limiting process as given in Definition 3.10 is non-






t;x,y being integrable on com-








are integrable on compact subsets of R  and
°
xPG Rt;x  1 for all t ¥ 0.
Intuition for this is provided by the comparison of the particle tracking
process with the concept of tracking a water molecule through a system of
water tanks (see the beginning of Section 7.1). For this heuristics, having
a global condition on the flows like 4. of Assumption 3.6 is not necessary,
it suffices that our cumulative flows are locally finite. We build upon the
heuristics by choosing a molecule uniformly at random at time zero and
tracking it through the system up to some time t. It makes sense, that
the location of the molecule at time t has the same distribution as if we
simply sample a molecule uniformly at random at time t. If the system is
still conservative, in the sense that the total mass stays constant (this no
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longer guaranteed in general) this heuristics suggests that the particle tracking
process is almost surely non-explosive, since the marginal distributions of
the process have no probability on B. We can also give a simple example in
which global flow can be infinite but the particle tracking process would still
be non-explosive:
Example 9.2. Consider the following system of flows on G  N0. We start
with mass 2k at even numbers 2k P N0 and no mass at odd numbers. We
also only allow for flow between 2k and 2k   1. We choose this flow in a way
such that the total mass flown from 2k to 2k   1 and from 2k   1 to 2k is
equal 1 at time t  1. For example having 2k1 full mass exchanges (all mass
gets pumped from 2k to 2k   1 and then all mass gets pumped back) would
yield the desired flow. Even though the local flow is still finite, the cumulative,
global flow at time 1 would be infinite since every pair p2k, 2k   1q supplies a
cumulative flow equal 1 at time 1. But note that, if we consider the particle
tracking process started at 2k P N0, then most of the behavior of the system
is not relevant. In fact, the process can only jump between 2k and 2k   1.
Thus we can consider the setting to be finite for the purposes of our analysis
and in particular the process would not explode.
Next, consider that we proved non-explosiveness of our limiting process by
identifying the distribution of a time-inhomogeneous Markov chain by solving
the differential equation π1t  πt  Qt. In particular Theorem 6.18 was of
special interest but it was proven only for the case of a finite state space E.
For the infinite case we needed additional assumptions (see Theorem 6.19).
This leads us to the following conjecture.
Conjecture 9.3. The result of Theorem 6.18 should hold for E countable
and for arbitrary BTx.
It should be noted, that this result would have its own merits since it also
allows for compuation of the explosion probability 1
°
xPE πt;x in cases when
explosions are indeed possible. As intuition we can again look at a system of
flows, but include the absorbing graveyard state B as a possible location for a
water molecule, which is reached if the path of the water molecule explodes.
The previous heuristics still makes sense and it should not matter whether E
is infinite or how the boundaries of Tx look like.
We now consider a different type of generalization. It should be noted,
that we normalized our total mass at time 0 (see 5. of Assumptions 3.6).
This fits together with the idea that the global population size of our spatial
Cannings model is considered as finite N   8. But we could relax this
condition and only require local population sizes to be finite. In terms of the
masses this would yield a situation in which
°
xPG Rt;x  8 but Rt;x   8 for
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x P G, t ¥ 0. For example consider G  Z and assume a transition invariant
setting. One possibility would be to start with N individuals at each x P G
and let all individuals perform i.i.d. simply symmetric random walks. In
this case the global mass will be infinite and thus it would not be possible
to treat such a setting with our current tools. We could, nevertheless, try a
similar appoach as in the finite case. Again, the main issue comes up when
trying to show the non-explosiveness of the limiting process. It should be
noted that a system that carries infinite mass will usually also feature infinite
global cumulative flows. So it makes sense to prove Conjectures 9.1 and 9.3
for the case of finite total mass before moving on to an infinite total mass
situation. Another step that has to be taken in order to generalize to infinite
mass would be to find an analogous condition to the conservation of mass in
Conjecture 9.3.
We defined our limiting process using a time-dependent rate matrix Qt
(see Definition 3.10. But the definition of a time-inhomogeneous, regular jump
process (see Definition 6.2) can be generalized by using continuous intensity
measures instead of restricting to absolutely continuous measures. Thus, it
would be interesting to examine, whether our result can be generalized to a
setting with only continuous intensity measures in the limit. Though this
would mainly be of theoretical interest for getting a “bigger picture” and not
be relevant for application.
Another possible generalization would be to not consider an exchangeable
setting but rather allowing for different types of individuals in the population
that have different offspring laws. This is, for example, the case if our
population is subjected to natural selection. If we have additional information
about genetical advantages and disadvantages of individuals in our sample,
then the offspring law is no longer exchangeable. Thus, this would be needed
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